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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The married students on college campuses .
The post-war phenomenon of married students attending college has
become an accepted way of life on the American college campus, as much a
part of campus life, according to Pope (35). as football and fraternity-
pins.
Christopherson (8) stated that earlier predictions assumed that
college marriage was a function of World War II veteran enrollment, and
according to Bailey (28), was expected to vanish along with the quonset-
hut classroom. Christ opherson (8) continued that tradition in the 1920'
s
dictated that college men were to graduate and establish themselves before
assuming family responsibilities. The depression of the 1930 's combined
with tradition in obscuring the appeal of college marriage. But, it was
neither polite nor patriotic (Altnan and McFarlane, 27) to reject the mar-
ried G.I. student in the 19^0' s or the Korean War veterans in the early
1950's, and so tradition was broken. Havemann (32) reported in 1955 that
once it was proved that marriage and college could mix effectively the
trend was begun toward more and more marriages even among non-veteran
undergraduates. Christopherson (b), in i960, reported that college mar-
riage had grown into a cultural pattern completely independent of veteran
enrollment
.
Approximately 20 per cent or one out of five college students is
married in the total college population in the united States. Dr. David
Henry (33) , President of the University of Illinois, stated that the
married student is here to stay, out the trend lines have leveled off and
that the proportion of married students in the total student population
will not be much different over t,he next ten years from what it is now.
Dr. Margaret Mead (3^)» noted anthropologist, said that future trends for
college marriages will depend on the effect of these young marriages on so-
ciety, how they are viewed by the younger generation, and shifts in economic
conditions and defense efforts.
Many college administrators have commented on the effect of the mar-
ried students on the colleges, and the reactions of many of them can best
be summed up in the following statement by John A. Hannah, President of
Michigan State Universitj'- (36, p. 9^):
We believe that the married student is not a liability, as was once
believed, but an asset which lends quality, stability, and admirable
strength of purpose to the student body as a whole.
At Michigan State University in 1959 1 35 per cent of the men students and
21 per cent of the women students were married (30).
Altman and McFarlane (27) noted that the whole college pattern was
geared to single students, and Kirkendall (16) stated that the married
students were left to shift for themselves except to the extent that they
were provided with housing.
Perry (22) grouped married students into four separate patterns:
1. both husband and wife in school
2. husband in school and wife earning the living
or is full-time homemaker
3. husband is earning living and wife in college
k. children in family
Both Kirkendall (16) in 1956 and Aller (6) in I963 strongly recommended
that wherever possible provisions should be made for both husband and
wife to continue their education. Many student families may be working
against their long-time best interests by accepting an arrangement which
deprives the wife of her opportunity to get an education. Dr. Miriam A.
Sheldon of the University of Illinois (Henry, 33, p# QQ) stated that,
"The girl who drops out of oollege to work handicaps her own future and
the future of her family, both from the standpoint of earning potential
the cultural contribution to her family . y
The need for research concerning the clothing of the married student.
The importance of clothing to success and personal well-being has long been
recognized. Hoffman (13) stated that clothing was an important area of per-
sonal satisfaction and a means of social identification. Hartman (11) said
that clothing is a persistent "interest center" in everyone's life, and
though it varies greatly in intensity and expression, it is one of life's
fundamentals. In his opinion clothing behavior is a neglected but perman-
ent part of educational and social psychology, but research in the clothing
area is useful only if it ultimately makes for higher grade personalities
than people now reveal.
Many clothing studies "exclude" the married students because their
problems are "different." Tate and Glisson (5) for their textbook, Family
Clothing . made a thorough survey of clothing literature in regard to college
students and found that most of the research, fashion literature, and retail
suggestions have been directed toward the unmarried student. These authors
suggested the need for specific studies on the clothing problems of the
married student.
At the Eighteenth Conference of College Teachers of Textiles and
Clothing Central Region meeting in Chicago in October, 19&2? Dr. Joanna
3. Eicher of Michigan State University made the following statement in
regard to the past, present, and future research for the area of clothing
(^3. P. 20):
We have in the past focused research on females, particularly adult
and college age women, and we have a wealth of information about them.
Anspach pointed out that from the clothin 5 research conducted between
1925 and 1958 » ^2 per cent focused on 1 ,12 per cent on college
girls, 6 per cent on men, 20 per cent on children, 14 per cent on fam-
ilies, and 6 per cent on teens. . . . Almost no research has concerned
itself with the sociological aspects of clothing for men. In the future
we need to extend our research to include males, making parallel studies
to those already existing on females.
Richard K. Morton (20, p. 62?), Dean of the Evening College at
Jacksonville University, recommended:
. . . the immediate need, on a national scale, of competent studies
to isolate some of the factors involved in the total relation of mar-
riage to academic education.
Certainly clothing is one of the factors involved with the success and per-
sonal well-being of the married student.
The purpose of this study . A question arises as to whether or not
marriage changes the clothing practices of college students and i-riiether or
not married students enjoy the sane satisfactions in relation to their cloth-
ing as they had as unmarried students. Therefore, this study was undertaken
to determine if certain clothing practices and satisfactions of college stu-
dents changed as a result of marriage.
In order to understand these changes, if any should exist, it was
necessary to determine whether there were any differences in the clothing
practices and satisfactions of college men and women, either before or
after marriage. Therefore two null hypotheses, a supporting hypothesis
and a basic hypothesis, were formulated as guides for this study. These
were
:
Supporting Hypothesis , There are no significant differences in
certain clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women college
students, either before marriage or after marriage.
Basic Hypothesis . There are no significant changes in certain
clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women college stu-
dents as the result of marriage.
It is hoped that this study may make a useful contribution toward the
understanding of the clothing needs of married students as they relate to
the more important goal of academic achievement.
Plan for the remainder of the thesis . This thesis continues by
chapters as follows: Chapter II, Review of the Literature; Chapter III,
Method of Procedure; Chapter IV, The Results; Chapter V, Summary, Conclu-
sions, and Recommendations.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Much has been written in regard to the characteristics of the
married student population and its effect on college campus life, and
a brief summary of the more significant of these studies will be given.
Although there have been no studies directly related to the clothing of
married students, there has been significant research concerned with
clothing of unmarried students and with the clothing of other similar
age groups that is useful for background and comparison in this study.
I. STUDIES OF MARRIED STUDENTS
Census and population statistics . Census figures from the U. S.
Department of Commerce for October, 1961 (^9), showed that 18.2 per cent
of the civilian noninstitutional college student population fourteen to
thirty-four years of age was married. A larger percentage of male stu-
dents were married than female students with 21.9 per cent of the male
student population being married as compared to only 11.8 per cent of the
female student population.
Both men and women students are more likely to be attending col-
lege on a part-time basis if they are marriod, according to U. S. Census
figures (49), than if they are not married. About 62 per cent of the men
and 56 per cent of the women who were married and attending college were
in school part-tine according to these 19ol figures; whereas, only about
13 per cent of both men and women who were unmarried and in college were
part-time students. These percentages remained approximately the same for
the men after 1957 but went doxm considerably for the women over the four
year period from 1957 to 1961. In 1957. 70 per cent of the married women
and 20 per cent of the unmarried women were part-time students. These
figures seem to indicate that more women, both married and unmarried, are
attending college on a full-time basis.
Financial arrangements of -narried students . According to Pope (35)
the notion that most married college students are being financed by parents
is wrong. Hoirever, Pfeiffer (42), in a study of married student couples at
Ohio State University found that the majority of the parents of these stu-
dents were willing to continue financial support. In a study by Rogers (2*0
at Ioiira State University in 195° » o0 per cent of the single students and
only 13 per cent of the married students who participated in the study
were receiving financial aid from home. Christopherson, Vandiver, and
Krueger (9) conducted a study involving 10 per cent of the married students
attending the University of Arizona in 195&-1959 » an^ they found no instance
of full financial support. In fact, only 38 per cent of all student families
in the study acknowledged receiving any financial support, and this support
ranged from 5 per cent of the total money income to 80 per cent of the total
money income. Articles in several popular periodicals have speculated, on
the basis of individual interviews, that instances of indirect support from
parents in the form of services and "gifts" of tangible goods are common in
student marriages. McNab (18) in a study at Cornell University corroborated
8in this theory but also found that similar indirect support was not
uncommon in young marriages away from the college campus.
Dr. Donald Ford, director of counseling at Pennsylvania State
University, commented (Pope, 35» p. 1^7) that being poor was pract-
ically a requirement for acceptance in the best campus married cir-
cles and that, "They wear their poverty as a badge of honor." There
was general agreement in the literature that low financial income was
usually the major problem facing the married student, and that many
of the other problems such as fatigue and lack of time were subsequent
to very low and inflexible budgets.
Havemann (32) stated in 1955 that the usual pattern in the
campus marriage called for both sets of parents to continue support-
ing the young couple. Bos sard and Boll (29) and Pope (35) also reported
•»' that when both husband and wife <rere students they were usually subsi-
dized, either wholly or in part, oj their families; and rarely could two
students marry and support themselves.
Part-time employment of married students . Married students are
more likely than single students to be employed outside of school hours
(48). Mueller (21) reiterated this finding and also cautioned that under-
graduates who work their way through college: have not been proportionally
represented in the higher paid professions. Science Digest (31) recently
reported that early marriage hinders advanced college study. This infor-
mation was compiled by the Bureau of Social Research, Inc., from 1958 col-
lege graduates from 1,200 colleges.
Students with children * Many of the married students, possibly as
9many as 50 per cent, have children. In studies by Rogers (2^-) and Aller
(6) approximately 60 per cent of the married students participating in the
studies were parent students. Aller reported 283 additional problems inci-
dent to the rearing of children. Wives who have children are much less
likely to be attending college, and particularly to be attending on a full-
time basis. Johnston (39)» in a study of one hundred male students and
their wives at Florida State University in 196l, found a more favorable
marital adjustment among student couples without children than among stu-
dent couples with children.
Wives attending college. Landis (17) reported in 19^+8 that one wife
in ten was also a student. Mueller (21), in 1961 also stated that only one
out of ten college husbands kept their wives in school, and only one in
three of these wives took full-time work. Various authors, as previously
reported, have strongly recommended that both husbands and wives remain
in school together whenever possible in order that an "educational gap"
will not develop between them. Hoeflin (12), in a discussion with eight
wives enrolled in home economics at Ohio State University in 1955» reported
that most of these college wives felt that combining study with marriage
was easier if their husbands were in school at the same time. Pfeiffer
(43)i in a recent study for a doctorate at Ohio State University, found
that couples where both husband and wife were in school had the highest
marital adjustment scores.
In a study by Burtt (37) to determine the factors associated with
whether married undergraduate women would continue or not continue in
college after marriage it was concluded that a student wife would more
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likely continue in school if her husband felt it important or preferred
for his wife to obtain a college degree, if the husband and wife were in
agreement with each other regarding the importance they attached to having
the wife obtain a degree, if the couple had a relatively high income, and
if the wife had parents who would contribute to their financial support.
There was no relationship between the financial support received from the
husband's parents and whether or not the wife continued in school after
marriage.
In a study involving fifty-nine married women majoring in home ec-
onomics at Oklahoma State University in 19ol, Schomp (^5) found that 81.^4-
per cent of the husbands of the respondents were also attending the uni-
versity, which she interpreted as a tendency for both men and women to
attend college after marriage.
Colleges attended and curriculums taken by married students . "Which
colleges are married students most likely to be attending and what curri-
culums are they most likely to be enrolled in? Dr. Margaret Head (3^)
said that marriage in college was commonplace in most of the country
except in colleges that were still one-sex colleges, and they were es-
pecially abundant in the big state universities and nonresidential col-
leges in cities. Those colleges and universities which provided college
housing for married students attracted larger enrollments of married stu-
dents than those which did not have married student apartments. Pope (35)
reported that the percentage of married students was hignest at western,
southern and Big Ten Universities and lowest at the Atlantic coast and
New England colleges, especially the Ivy League colleges. DeLisle (10),
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in a survey of five thousand undergraduate married women from fifty-four
institutions, found that there were very few married women students in
colleges with enrollments less than five hundred, but that they were
present in larger proportions at the state teachers' colleges and other
state colleges than they were in the larger state and land grant univer-
sities. DeLisle reported that education and liberal arts seemed to be
the most attractive curriculuras for these women students, especially in
smaller colleges where business, home economics, and nursing were not
always available. Bailey (28) reported in 1958 that 78 per cent of the
married students in Wisconsin, including both men and women students, were
enrolled in a teaching curriculum.
Intellectual and social contributions by married students to campus
life . What contributions are the married students making to college and
university life? The following conclusion in regard to scholastic achieve-
ment was drawn from an investigation of World War II veterans who were at-
tending the University of Wisconsin following World War II and was reported
by Reimer (23» p.H) and has become almost a "classic" among literature on
married students:
Measured by grade point averages, the married veteran student is
academically more successful than single veteran students, and fur-
thermore, the married veteran with children is academically more suc-
cessful than married veterans without children.
Other authors, Altman and McFarlane (27), Bailey (28), Bossard and Boll (29).
Medalia (19) » and Mueller (21) have reported that marriage increases the
application to learning and that in most every case grades remain the
same or improve after a student is married. However, Jensen and Clark (14)
did research at Brigham Young University in which they equated thirty- six
male students who had been married during all four years of college with
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thirty-six male students who had been single during all four years of col-
lege as to age and scholastic ability (as determined by the ACE). Their
results showed that the single students obtained a higher grade point av-
erage (2.79) than did the married students (2.69) but the difference was
not statistically significant. These various studies show that, as a whole,
married students are not more capable scholastically than unmarried students,
but an individual student's grades are likely to improve slightly as a re-
sult of marriage.
The advisor of men at the University of Wisconsin (Reimer, 23)
stated that the married veterans knew what they were working for and
were possibly more mature to begin with. Jones (15) , in 1958t found
that it appeared that married undergraduate students were better able to
cope with emotional problems and tensions than unmarried students. It
has not been determined whether this maturity, if it does exist, is pre-
sent before marriage or whether it develops as a result of the responsi-
bilities of marriage.
Dr. Margaret Mead (3^, P» 85) was concerned that the married stu-
dents did not have time to do any intellectual work. She stated:
There is a tendency (among married students) to substitute easy
domesticity for a period of stretching ones' intellectual and eth-
ical muscles before one settles down. If you have everybody settle
down at the earliest possible moment, never experiment, never try
a new job if they can help it but stick to the old one that's safe,
never go on to more education because they're already saddled with
children—you're going to get a settled, security-loving, unadven-
turous people.
Rogers (24) found at Iowa State University that married students fall far
behind single students in participation in campus activities and attendance
at college athletic events. Other writers, Altman and McFarlane (27),
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Bossard and Boll (29), Bailey (28), Charabliss (7), Havemann (32), and
Kirkendall (16) corroborated that marriage does seem to lessen partici-
pation in traditional campus activities. However, college administrators
have been lavish with their praise of the married students. One dean
(Altraan and McFarlane, 27) even suggested that an all-married student
body might provide an ideal classroom educational atmosphere. A dean
at another university (30) said that, as a group, the married students
were the best adjusted students on the campus because they were usually
more mature and had made definite decisions as to what they wanted to
do, and they had a deep sense of responsibility. Bailey (28) and Have-
mann (32) both reported that the marrieds frequently attended such se-
date occasions as lectures, plays, and concerts.
Most of the married students find that running a home, nurturing
a marriage, and studying combine to make a sufficiently full schedule.
Rogers (24) suggested that perhaps married students do secure an adequate
social life, but of a different type, in their familial relations. Bailey
(28) reported that the "night out" among college marrieds most often took
the form of visiting friends or inviting friends in for the evening. Cham-
bliss (7, p« 415) t Professor of Sociology at the University of Georgia,
said:
The older married students, and especially those who have children,
gave little indication of wanting to share in the social activities
that constitute so large a part of the college life of the average
undergraduate. It is evident, however, that among married students
a psychological need for some kind of social recognition is keenly
felt. ... As students they are detached from social life beyond
the campus, and as married students they are detached from social
life within it. . . .
It is particularly in the areas of social relations and psychological
Ik
security that those in the area of clothing and textiles research can
make a useful contribution to the understanding of the clothing needs
of these married students as they nay be related to the ultimate goal
of academic success.
II. CLOTHING STUDIES
Clothing; for college women . In a study by Ryan (2) in April of
1950» in which 72 per cent of the girls on the Cornell University campus
participated, the reasons most often given for the importance of being
well-dressed were that girls were less self-conscious, they could forget
themselves, please others, and think of other things. The reasons listed
next most frequently were that people were judged by their appearance and
therefore clothes were important in gaining desired social status, attract-
ing members of the opposite sex, or obtain! tg a job. Other reasons given
for the importance of being vrell-dressed were Ghat clothing was a means
of expressing personality, that being well-dressed could compensate for
deficiencies in other areas, and because clothes could influence the in-
dividual's mood. The two most frequently mentioned groupings of these
reasons were under the classifications of "social contribution" and
"social achievement".
Ryan (2) also found that when there was dissatisfaction with col-
lege girls' clothing it was because the girls felt that they did not
have enough money for clothes, had chosen them umri.sely, or did not have
enough time to spend on clothing and grooming.
In research undertaken at Southern Illinois University to ascer-
tain the relationships which unmarried college women believed to exist
between their clothing desires or goals and the clothing they owned,
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Warden (26) reported that all of the 135 sophomore and junior women who
comprised the sample expressed the desire for clothing to attract atten-
tion some of the time, help them to feel competent, conform with friends 1
clothing, look prosperous, be in large quantity, be comfortable, be fash-
ionable, be serviceable, and look expensive. Most of the girls expressed
a basic satisfaction with their present wardrobes.
A clothing study of the values considered in the selection of
outer garments was made by Stout and Latzke (25) in the spring of 195&.
A random sample of the women enrolled at Stephens College was chosen for
participation in the study. These girls indicated that they "usually"
felt well-dressed, felt that clothes were an important way of expressing
themselves, noticed clothes others were wearing, and believed it important
to be fashionably dressed. They felt that it was not necessary to spend
a great deal of money to dress well, but that it was important to consider
the amount of money required to care for a garment, to consider the length
of time a garment could be worn and the quality of workmanship and construe
tion at the time of purchase. They "sometimes" felt that clothing was a
means of judging personality, that clothing was a factor in being accepted
by a group, that one's social position could be recognized by the clothing
worn, and that wearing of recent fashion trends was important.
Clothing for men . There were no studies available on the clothing
of college men to parallel these studies about the clothing of college wo-
men. However, Ryan (3) administered the same questionnaire that she had
used for the Cornell University women to a group of high school girls and
boys. Contrary to a commonly accepted opinion concerning the clothing
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interest of boys, the results of her survey seemed to indicate that boys
were just as much affected as girls were by feeling well or poorly dressed.
They were affected in much the same way and had similar attitudes toward
clothing.
A significant contribution to research on men's clothing was made
by Hoult (38) in 1951 on clothing as a factor in the status rating of men.
Hoult concluded from his study that interpersonal relationships may be af-
fected by men's apparel, that clothing was a significant factor in the at-
tractiveness ratings of many men, that clothing was a factor in individual
emotional security, and that clothing had significance for role playing and
role behavior. He further concluded that clothing did not play as important
a part as it once did in the status ratings of American men and that they
would likely be even less significant in the future.
Hoult further proposed that a fruitful hypothesis for future study
might be stated as follows (38, p. 281):
The extent to which people are concerned with clothing is asso-
ciated with their feelings of insecurity rather than with their socio-
economic statuses as such.
Clothing for youth and young narried people
.
Hurlock (1) stated
that the most absorbing problem of youth was personal adornment and that
the practical had little appeal to youth. Fashion x^hich appealed to youth
should stress these qualities. She also stated, more than a decade before
the advent of the married student, that after marriage, interest in fashion
was often forced to give way to the more practical needs of the home, es-
pecially when the family finances were limited.
Rosencranz (^J4, p. 68) made an interesting analogy from a study of
interest in clothing of selected groups of married and unmarried young
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women, when she said:
The most significant point in regard to marital status and children
in the family would seem to be the fact that there is more variation be-
tween married women with children and married women without children
than there is between married women without children and single women.
One might conclude from this that the married women students in this study
will more likely be like their unmarried counterparts on the campus than
they would be like married women students who have children.
Clothing of married college students . There are, scattered among the
literature on married students, a fevr brief references to the clothing of
married students. Mann (40) reported that the clothing expenditure per
student family showed a tendency to increase with an increase in the family
income. Wyskiel (47) found that there was some tendency for money spent for
clothes for student families without children to be related to the length of
marriage. Havemann (32) made mention that married students were not con-
cerned over such worldly possessions as clothing, and Mueller (21) suggested
that they were content with "last year's clothes" and a meager social life.
In any of the articles dealing with the money expenditures of the married
students, the clothing expenditures were usually less than 5 P©** cent of
the total budget. In a study by llolaison (41) in which fifty undergraduate
student couples with both spouses in school at Auburn University partici-
pated, clothing was ranked next-to-last in the categories accounting for
family expenditures. Clothing ranked after expenditures for food, housing
and furniture, education-recreation-gifts, transportation, and household
operation. It was mentioned that "little was spent" for clothing, but
clothing ranked above expenditures for "church and others."
Wesswick (46) and also a report in Changing; Times (30) suggested
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that occasional gifts of clothes vjere common from parents.
Husbands seem to be sharing many of the household tasks with their
student wives. Pfeiffer (^2) found that husbands who participated in
homemaking tasks did so because they felt that their wives did not have
the time and that it was part of their responsibility. Laundry was one
of the homemaking tasks shared by tho student couples. Student wives in
a discussion group at Ohio State University (Hoeflin, 12) felt that men
were accepting more responsibility willingly when both husband and wife
were in school or working, and that shared homemaking was becoming a part
of the current family pattern among the college age group.
CHAPTER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The method of procedure used in conducting this study consisted
of (1) developing the questionnaire and the interview schedule, (2)
selocting the sample, (3) pre-testing the questionnaire and the interview
schedule, (4) making the interviews, and (5) analyzing the data.
Developing; the questionnaire and the interview schedule * A fifty-
seven item questionnaire was formulated in such a manner that it could be
administered simultaneously to both a student husband and a student wife in
a test-retest situation for the purpose of securing information concerning
their clothing practices and satisfactions as college students (1) before
marriage and (2) after marriage. Four forms of the questionnaire were
used. Each form was printed on a different colored paper to facilitate
quick recognition for administering and scoring. The four forms (see
Appendix B) were identified in the following manner:
Form Color Respondents
Husbands, before marriage
Husbands, after marriage
Wives, before marriage
Wives, after marriage
Each form of the questionnaire incorporated the same items and was designed
to elicit the same possible responses: Always, Usually, Sometimes, Seldom,
or Never. Items in forms H-l and W-l of the questionnaire were stated in
the past tense; H-2 and W-2 in the present or perfect tense. Any other
H-l blue
H-2 green
W-l pink
W-2 yellow
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differences in the way the items wore stated were normal adaptations for
sex or definition to fit the respondent but were in no way intended to
change the nature of the item.
The writer recognized the possibility that the true validity of the
responses for forms H-l and V/-1 of the questionnaire (concerned with the
clothing practices and satisfactions of the respondents before they were
married) could be affected by factors other than marriage that occurred
during the lapse of time between the period before the respondents were
married and the time they filled out the questionnaire. It was also rec-
ognized that, as married students proud and protective of their status,
the respondents might not always respond with their true feelings on forms
H-2 and \-J-2 of the questionnaire (concerned with their clothing practices
and satisfactions after marriage). However, it would be inaccurate to
claim absolute validity for a questionnaire of any type or for any purpose
because of the individual variations of human beings no matter how carefully
a sample was selected. The writer, recognizing these possible limitations,
was confident that the questionnaire was a useful instrument for the pur-
poses of this study.
At the time the instrument was formulated it was planned that the
questionnaire in its separate forms would be filled out by the respondents,
both student husband and student wife, during two briefly divided sittings
in the presence of and with instructions given by the investigator. The
respondents would be interviewed during the "break" in the administering
of the questionnaire in order to secure background information about their
schooling, wedding, financial arrangements, and social participation.
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Additional information about their clothing practices and satisfactions
that did not lend itself to the type of items used in the questionnaire
was also obtained. An interview schedule (see Appendix C) was developed
for the purpose of securing this information. It was planned that the
investigator would ask the questions and record their responses, but the
married couple would share a copy of the schedule to follow as the ques-
tions were asked.
Selecting the sample . A carefully selected population of student
couples was obtained from records made available by special permission from
the Housing Office and the Office of Admissions and Records at Kansas State
University. Thirty-four couples met the desired qualifications where both
husband and wife were:
Without children
Full-time undergraduates (enrolled in at least twelve credit hours)
Twenty-two years of age or younger as of January 1, 196
3
Married while attending college
Enrolled for at least their second semester of college since their
marriage
Citizens of the United Statos
A population of married student couples who met these particular qualifi-
cations was selected for several reasons. It was decided to choose couples
without children because of the many variables that the presence of chil-
dren in the student families would add to the study, variables that would
have no counterparts with unmarried undergraduates. Only full-time stu-
dents were chosen because the full-time status of both husbands and wives
seemed to indicate that they were seriously devoted to the attainment of
a college education for both marriage partnsrs. Their young ages would
make them comparable in work experience, financial capabilities,and matur-
ity to the traditional unmarried undergraduate. Each of the respondents
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had to have attended college for at least one full semester or summer session
before his or her marriage in order to have had experience as an unmarried
undergraduate. No couple who participated in the study had been married
less than seven months at the time of their participation, and this seemed
to be an adequate length of time for them to make a realistic evaluation
of their clothing practices and satisfactions as married students. Only-
students who were citizens of the United States were included in the study
because it was felt that international students would not be typical of the
population to be studied because of their different cultural backgrounds.
Married students comprised 21.4 per cent of the total student pop-
ulation at Kansas State University during the spring semester, 1963» and
undergraduates made up 67. per cent of this married population (see Appen-
dix E). The thirty-four married student couples included in the selected
sample used for this study represented 5»9 per cent of the total under-
graduate married men students and 13.3 per cent of the undergraduate mar-
ried women students.
This selected sample of married students at Kansas State University
\T3iS not typical, of course, of the entire married student population at
Kansas State University or of the nation as a whole, but it can reasonably
be assumed that they were representative of similar selected married stu-
dent populations at other universities of similar size in the Midwest.
Pre-testin?; the questionnaire and the interview schedule . The final
draft of the questionnaire and the interview schedule as they were origin-
ally formulated were administered to five couples where both husband and
wife were in school but who would not meet the qualifications of the final
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sample. The pre-testing was done to seek clarity of the questions, to
catch unforeseen problems, to determine the time required to administer
the questionnaire and conduct the interview, and to provide experience
for the investigator. Several changes were made in the questionnaire
and in the interview schedule as a result of the pre-testing.
Making the interview . All of the couples in the seleoted popula-
tion at Kansas State University were asked to participate in the study.
An introductory letter was sent to each student couple explaining the
purpose of the study and to invite their participation (see Appendix A).
No opportunity was given for a commitment until appointments for inter-
views were requested later by telephone or personal contact. The inter-
views were conducted between April 19 and May k, 1963» ^n the homes of
the respondents when both the husband and the wife could be present.
One hundred per cent participation was obtained. In every case
the couples were at home in readiness for the interview at the time it
was scheduled or else were kind enough to call the interviewer beforehand
to explain why they could not be home to ask if another appointment could
be made. One couple called the day they received the original letter-
before a personal telephone contact had been made—to explain that they
x^ere both going to be busy with tests during the next week and asked if
possibly the interviewer could come that evening. Many of the respondents
expressed interest in reading the results of the study.
Each appointment lasted approximately thirty minutes. During the
first ten minutes forms H-l and W-l of the questionnaire designed to se-
cure information concerning the clothing practices and satisfactions of
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the respondents before marriage were administered. During the second ten
minutes the respondents were interviewed using the schedule designed for
this purpose. During the last part of the time period, forms H-2 and W-2
of the questionnaire designed to secure information concerning the clothing
practices and satisfactions of the respondents after marriage were adminis-
tered.
Analyzing the data . A descriptive quantitative analysis, using num-
bers and percentages, was made of the information received from the official
university records and from the interview schedule. Percentage figures were
carried out two places and rounded off to the nearest tenth.
A statistical analysis was made of each of the fifty- seven question-
naire items using the chi-square test as described by Snedecor (4, p. 18).
The chi-square test was used to show :,he association between (1) sex, and
(2) marital status, and the five response classes for each questionnaire
item.
There were four forms of the questionnaire, and each questionnaire
item had five possible responses: Always, Usually, Sometimes, Seldom, or
Never. Therefore, the chi-square analysis would be made by means of con-
tingency tables which were 4X5* However, because of the relatively
small size of the sample and the manner in which many of the responses
were skewed it was necessary, for the purpose of chi-square analysis, to
group these five responses into three responses by combining certain of
the responses, therefore making the contingency tables 4X3* This was
done in order to get larger numbers to use in calculating chi-square.
Because of the unique nature of each individual questionnaire item and
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the varied distribution of responses it was not feasible to combine all
of them in the same way. A decision was made for each questionnaire item
on how best to combine the responses, and this combination was used for
all four comparisons for that item. The responses were never combined
out of sequence; for example, "Always" and "Never" were never combined.
Special care was taken to preserve the significant relationship for each
comparison. The following combinations, as indicated by the first letters
of the responses (Always, Usually, Sometimes, Seldom, Never) in sequence,
were possible:
A U SSN
AU S SN
AUS s N
AU ss N
A us SN
A USS N
Responses for three of the questionnaire items did not yield to this group-
ing; one of these was analyzed using the original five responses, and the
other two were grouped into four responses.
Four comparisons were made concerning the clothing practice or sat-
isfaction unique to each item. These were:
Comparison Questionnaire
Forms
1. Husbands before marriage and wives before marriage H-l and W-l
2. Husbands after marriage and wives after marriage H-2 and W-2
3. Husbands before and husbands after marriage H-l and H-2
4. Wives before and wives after marriage W-l and W-2
The chi-square values were calculated on an IBM 1620 computer at
Kansas State University. Chi-square values were considered to be significant
at the .10 level. Those chi-square values less than that at the .10 level
were not considered to be significant and were therefore accepted as being
consistent with one of the null hypotheses. (See Appendix F for these chi-
square values.)
CHAPTER IV
THE RESULTS
The findings for this study concerned with changes in the clothing
practices and satisfactions of married students as a result of marriage are
divided into two major subheadings according to the two types of analyses
of the data that were used: quantitative analysis and statistical analysis.
I. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
A descriptive quantitative analysis of the general background infor-
mation of the respondents as taken from official university records and of
the information taken from the interview schedule (see Appendix C) was
made. Percentage figures, when used, were carried out to two places and
rounded off to the nearest tenth.
Information From Official University Records
Population statistics . Harried student enrollment figures at Kansas
State University for the fall semester, 1961, were chosen for study in order
to make a comparison with the most recent U. S. Census figures concerning
college student populations (see pages 6 and 7).
During the fall semester, 1961, at Kansas State University, 21.3
per cent of the total student population was married (see Appendix D),
or approximately 3 per cent higher than the national average, although
these figures cannot be equated with complete accuracy. The ratio of men
to women students at Kansas State University that were married for this
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period was approximately the same as the ratio of men to women students
on a national scale with Zh per cent of the men students and 14.5 per
cent of the women students at Kansas State University being married.
A larger percentage of the graduate than the undergraduate stu-
dents were married at Kansas State University in the fall semester, 1961
(see Appendix D). Figures for that semester showed that 57.7 per cent of
the graduate students and only 16.6 per cent of the undergraduate students
were married. However, in total numbers, there were only 496 married grad-
uate students and 1,222, or over twice as many married undergraduate stu-
dents on the campus. Thus, the married student population at Kansas State
University during the fall semester, 1961, was predominantly undergraduate
(69»3 per cent). No data were available as to the distribution of graduate
and undergraduate status of students on a national basis from the U. S.
Department of Commerce.
Age of respondents . Table I shows that for the thirty-four married
student couples who participated in this study the husbands were, on the
average, twelve months or one year older than their wives. The husbands 1
ages ranged from 19 years 9 months to 23 years 3 months with a mean age of
21 years 11 months; the wives' ages ranged from 18 years 11 months to 22
years 3 months with a mean age of 20 years 11 months. However, it was
interesting to note that for nine of the thirty-four couples, or approx-
imately 25 per cent, the wives were older than their husbands (Couples No.
10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 25, 27, and J\) .
Colleges enrolled in by respondents . Table II shows what colleges
of the university the respondents were enrolled in. The largest number
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TABLE I
AGES OF RESPONDENTS AS OF APRIL, 196
3
Age of Husband Age of Wife
Couple No.
Years Months Years Months
1 22 7 20 9
2 21 3 20 6
3 22 5 20 5
4 20 3 20 2
5 21 2 19 9
6 22 4 20 11
7 22 2 22
8 21 8 13 11
9 21 4 21 1
10 21 5 21 7
U 22 7 21 9
12 21 10 21 10
13 20 9 20 9
14 22 5 20 7
15 21 9 21
16 21 21 1
17 22 22 3
18 21 5 21 11
19 19 9 20 9
20 23 3 20
21 20 9 21 1
22 22 5 20 9
23 21 20 11
24 21 4 21 3
25 21 8 21 11
26 20 11 20 6
27 22 22 2
28 23 2 20 11
29 21 3 20 8
30 23 21 8
31 20 10 20 10
32 19 11 19 5
33 21 9 21
3^ 20 9 21 4
Mean 21 11 20 11
Range 19
to
9 18
to
11
23 ? 22 3
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of the men, 4-7.1 per cent, were in the College of Engineering and Architec-
ture, with the next largest number, 26.5 per cent, in the College of Arts
and Sciences. The College of Agriculture was third with 17.6 per cent of
the men being enrolled in that school.
Almost two-thirds, actually 64.7 per cent, of the wives were in the
College of Arts and Sciences; and almost one-third, or 32.4 per cent, were
in the College of Home Economics.
It was interesting to note that three of the thirty-four men respond-
ents and twenty-three of the thirty-four (67.7 per cent) women respondents
were enrolled in an education curriculum.
TABLE II
COLLEGES ENROLLED IN BY RESPONDENTS
College Husbands
No.
Wive s Totals
No. No. %
Agriculture 6 17.6 0.0 6 8.8
Arts and Sciences 9* 26.5 22** 64.7 31 45.6
Commerce 2 5.9 1 2.9 3 4.4
Engineering and
Architecture 16 47.1 0.0 16 23.5
Graduate 0.0 0.0 0.0
Home Economics 0.0 11*** 32.4 11 16.2
Veterinary Medicine 1 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
Totals 34 100.0 1> 100.0 £8 100.0
Three of these respondents enrolled in education curriculum.
Eighteen of respondents enrolled in education curriculum.
***Five of respondents enrolled in education curriculum.
Classification of respondents . Table III shows that the respondents
were fairly evenly divided into the sophomore, junior, and senior classifi-
cations with the largest totals for both men (38.2 per cent) and women (41.2
per cent) being at the junior level. However, more husbands were seniors
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(11) than were sophomores (9)» and just the opposite was true for the
wives with more wives being sophomores (11) than seniors (8). The two
respondents classified as freshmen had had previous college experience
in curriculums other than the ones they were presently majoring in.
TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS
Classi- Husbands
No.
'tfives Totals
fication No. * No. %
Freshmen 1* 2.9 1*« 2.9 2 2.9
Sophomore 9 26.5 11 32.4 20 29.4
Junior 13 38.2 14 41.2 27 39.7
Senior 11 32.4 8 23.5 19 27.9
Graduate 0.0 0.0 0.0
Special 0.0 0.0 0.0
Totals 34 100.0 34 100.0 6"8 100.0
Freshman in Veterinary Medicine.
Classified as a freshman, but was
enrolled in another university
the previous year in another
curriculum.
Number of hours enrolled . Respondents for this study were chosen
from those who were enrolled in twelve credit hours or more for the spring
semester, 19&3. Table IV shows that the number of hours enrolled in by
the husband respondents for this semester ranged from 12 to 22 with an
average of 16.3 hours. The average number of hours enrolled in by the
wife respondents was 15. 8, which was slightly less than that of their hus-
bands. The number of hours enrolled in by the wife respondents ranged
from 13 to 18 hours.
Place of residence * Of the thirty-four student couples who par-
ticipated in this study 52.9 per cent lived in rented houses or apartments
in or near the city of Manhattan, Kansas, 38.2 per cent lived in university
housing for married students, and 8.8 per cent lived in trailer homes.
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TABLE IV
NUMBER OF HOURS ENROLLED IN BY RESPONDENTS
FOR SPRING SEMESTER, 19
6
Couple No,
1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Hours Enrolled In
Husbands '/lives
22 16
21 15
22 16
20 13
20 16
15 15
15 14
15 16
17 18
15 16
13 17
14 15
16 17
16 18
12 16
17 15
18 15
17 13
12 16
17 15
18 18
12 16
19 17
Ik 13
17 15
17 13
13 16
12 15
16 17
18 17
18 18
17 15
12 18
17 17
Mean 16.3 15.8
Mode 17 15 and 16
Median 17 16
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Information From the Interview Schedule
Length of marriage . As is shown in Table V, the student couples
in this study had been married for an average of 12.03 months with a range
of from 7 months to 26 months. The mode was 8 months, and the median was
9 months.
TABLE V
NUMBER OF MONTHS MARRIED 3Y RESPONDENTS AS OF APRIL, 1963
Couple Months Couple Months
No. Married No. Married
1 8 18 8
2 20 19 7
3 8 20 8
4 9 21 20
5 19 22 8
6 7 23 8
7 19 24 10
8 26 25 19
9 10 26 10
10 16 27 7 '
11 8 28 9
12 19 29
. 7
13 8 30 20
14 25 31 10
15 16 32 10
16 7 8
17 8 34 7
Mean 12.03 Mode Median
Number of semesters attended college before and after marriage .
Table VT shows that the huoband respondents had attended college an
average of 4.7 semesters before their marriage, and the wife respon-
dents had attended an average of 3*2 semesters. However, the mode for
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both husbands and wives was the same, or 4.0 semesters, which showed a
tendency for the couples to marry after their sophomore year.
TABLE VI
NUMBER OF SEMESTERS, INCLUDING SUMMER SESSIONS1
,
RESPONDENTS HAD ATTENDED COLLEGE
BEFORE MARRIAGE
No. of Husbands
No.
'.Jives Total
No.
.s
Sem. No. % t
.5 0.0 1 2.9 1 1.5
1.0 1 2.9 2 5.9 3 4.4
1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 3 8.8 7 20.6 10 14.7
2.5 0.0 1 2.9 1 1.5
3.0 3 8.8 2 5.9 5 7.4
3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 13 38.2 14 41.2 27 39.7
4.5 1 2.9 2 5.9 3 4.4
5.0 1 2.9 1 2.9 2 2.9
5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.0 7 20.6 3 8.8 10 14.7
6.5 0.0 1 2.9 1 1.5
7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.0 3* 8.8 0.0 3 4.4
3.5 1 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
9.0 1* 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
Totals 34 100.0 °4 103.0 68 100.0
Mean 4.7 sem. ".2 sem.
Mode 4.0 sem. 4.0 sem.
ISummer sessions are represented as half a
semester.
Includes one respondent who had attended two
summer sessions.
Table VTI shows that both husband respondents and wife respondents
had attended college an average of 2.6 semesters since their marriage. The
totals in this table include the spring semester, 1963» during which this
study was made.
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TABLE VII
NUMBER 0? SEMESTERS, INCLUDING SUITER SESSIONS1
,
RESPONDENTS HAD ATTENDED COLLEGE SINCE
MARRIAGE INCLUDING THE SPRING
SEMESTER, 196
3
No. of Husbands
No. %
.Jives Tot
Mo.
als
Sera. No. *
-7
.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 21 61.8 23 67.6 Z|J| 64.7
2.5 1 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
3.0 4 11.8 3 8.8 7 10.3
3.5 1 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
4.0 6 17.6 5 14.7 11 16.2
4.5 0.0 3 3.8 3 4.4
5.0 1 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
Totals 34 100.0 34 100.0 63 100.0
Mean 2.6 sem. 2,.6 sera.
Mode 2.0 sera. 2,,0 sem.
1Summer sessions are represented as half a
semester.
Planned dates of graduation. It was interesting to note, as is
shown in Table VIII, that all of the husband respondents and all of the
wife respondents had definite plans for graduation except two. One hus-
band did not plan to graduate because he was joining the Armed Forces
and planned to get more schooling through the Array, but his wife was
graduating at the end of the present semester. Another respondent, a
wife, was "not certain" when she would graduate because her husband, who
was graduating, was taking a job in another state, some distance from a
college.
Financial support by parents . Table IX shows that there was a
wide variation in the amount of financial support received from parents.
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TABLE VIII
PLANNED DATES OF GRADUATION OF RESPONDENTS
Hust
No.
>ands
i
ives T01
No.
cals
Year No.
*
(0
p
1963 6 17.6 9 26.5 15 22.1
1964 16 47.1 14 41.2 30 44.1
1965 9 26.5 8 23.5 17 25.0
1966 2 5.9 1 2.9 3 4.4
Not certlain 1 2.9 1 2.9 2 2.9
Did not plan
to graduate 0.0 1 2.9 1 1.5
Totals 34 100.0 34 100.0 63 100.0
TABLE IX
RESPONSES IN REGARD TO AMOUNT OF
FINANCIAL SUPPORT PROVIDED
BY PARENTS
Amount of Couples
Financial Support No. %
No parental support 3 8.8
Very little parental
support 11 32.4
Some parental support 6 17.6
Considerable parental
support 7 20.6
Almost complete
parental support 7 20.6
Totals 34 100.0
/
The range was from "no support", reported by three couples, to "almost
complete support" which was reported by seven of the couples. The same
number of couples (14) were receiving "none or very little financial
support" as were receiving "considerable or almost complete financial
support" from their parents. It was not determined whether the husbands'
parents or the wives' parents were contributing the support.
Part-time employment . Table X shows that one-half of the husbands
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and about one-fourth of the wives were working part-time. Four of the
seventeen husbands who were working "part-time" were working more than
thirty-three hours per week, with one husband working fifty hours per
week.
TABLE X
HOURS PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT BY RESPONDENTS PER WEEK
Hours Husbands
No. °]o
1/fives Totals
per week No. ,7.1 No. %
17 50.0 25 73-5 42 61.8
1 to 8 4 11.8 3 8.8 7 10.3
9 to 16 4 11.8 5 14.7 9 13.2
17 to 24 2 5.9 1 2.9 3 4.4
25 to 32 2 5.9 0.0 2 2.9
33 to 40 3 8.8 0.0 3 4.4
41 to 50 1 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
Other 1* 2.9 0.0 1 1.5
Totals 3^ 100.0 34 100.0 66 100.0
Athletic scholarship.
Membership in social fraternities . Table XI shows that 35*3
per cent of the husband respondents and 23.5 per cent of the wife re-
spondents were members of social fraternities. All fraternity members
indicated that they were less active in the activities of their fra-
ternities since marriage than they had been before marriage.
TABLE XI
SOCIAL FRATERNITY MEMBERSHIP 0? RESPONDENTS
Membership Husbands
No.
Wives
No.
Totals
Status No.
Jf
Fraternity
Non-fraternity
12
22
35.3
64.7
8
26
23.5
76.5
20
48
29.4
70.6
Totals > 100.0 ^ 100.0 68 100.0
Participation in certain activities. Tables XII, page 37t and
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TABLE XII
AMOUNT OF PARTICIPATION IN CERTAIN ACTIVITIES BY THIRTY-FOUR HUSBAND
RESPONDENTS IN RELATION TO AMOUNT OF PARTICIPATION IN
THE SAME ACTIVITIES AS UNMARRIED STUDENTS
Activities Amount of participat ion
More
No.
About the Same
No.
Le ss
No. *
Attend church 5 14.7 22 64.7 7 20.6
Attend departmental
club meetings 11 32.4 20 58.8 3 8.8
Participate in student
government 1 2.9 25 73.5 8 23.5
Attend campus social
affairs 4 11.8 15 44.1 15 44.1
Attend campus cultural
affairs 6 17.6 21 61.8 7 20.6
Attend collegiate ball
games 5 14.7 23 67.6 6 17.6
Participate in active
sports 3 8.8 12 35.3 19 55-9
Go to a movie 4 11.8 7 20.6 23 67.6
Play cards with friends 25 73.5 3 8.8 6 17.6
Use student union
facilities 8 23.5 8 23.5 18 52.9
Be with friends for ,
social occasions 16 47.1 12 35-3 6 17.6
Watch television 18 52.9 7 20.6 9 26.5
Find time to study 25 73.5 7 20.6 2 5.9
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TABLE XIII
AMOUNT OF PARTICIPATION IN CERTAIN ACTIVITIES 3Y THIRTY-FOUR WIFE
RESPONDENTS IN RELATION TO AMOUNT OF PARTICIPATION IN
THE SAME ACTIVITIES AS UNMARRIED STUDENTS
Activities Amount of Participation
More About
No,
the Same Le ss
No. No.
Attend church 2 5.9 25 73.5 7 20.6
Attend departmental
club meetings 8 23.5 16 47.1 10 29.4
Participate in student
government 0.0 23 67.6 11 32.4
Attend campus social
affairs 4 11.8 14 41.2 16 47.1
Attend campus cultural
events 6 17.6 21 61.8 7 20.6
Attend collegiate ball '
games 8 23.5 21 61.8 5 14.7
Participate in active
sports 6 17.6 13 38.2 15 44.1
Go to a movie l* 11.8 7 20.6 23 67.6
Play cards with friends 28 82.4 5 14.7 1 2.9
Use student union
facilities 5 14.7 10 29.4 19 55.9
Be with friends for
social occasions 12 35.3 17 50.0 5 14.7
Watch television 19 55.9 6 17.6 9 26.5
Find time to study 20 58.8 8 23.5 6 17.6
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XIII, page 38, show the amount of participation in certain activities by-
husband respondents and wife respondents, respectively, in relation to the
amount of participation in the same activities as unmarried students. The
results seem to indicate that in the activities directly related to campus
life (departmental club meetings, student government, campus social affairs,
campus cultural events, collegiate ball games, and use of the student union
facilities) a majority of both student husbands and student wives partici-
pated "about the same" as they had as unmarried students with the exception
of attending campus social events and going to the student union which they
were more inclined to do "less." Both husbands and wives indicated that
they found "more" time to study (73*5 Ver cent for the husbands and 58.8
per cent for the wives).
The remaining activities (church, playing cards, being with friends
for social occasions, and watching television) seemed to be of a more per-
sonal nature. The majority of the respondents attended church "about the
same" and participated in active sports "about the same or less." A de-
cided majority of the respondents played cards with friends "more" and
watched television "more," but went to a movie "less." They were with
friends for social occasions "about the same or more."
Weddings, honeymoons, and "trousseaus ". It has already been shown
(Table V, page 32) that the respondents had been married an average of
about one year with a mode of eight months.
Table XIV shows that over 50 per cent of the respondents had large
church weddings. Of the remaining couples, one couple was married in a
civil ceremony, two couples were married in the chapel at Kansas State
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University, and one couple was married in another chapel. The "largeness"
or "smallness" of a church wedding was defined on the basis of the elabor-
ateness of the wedding cerwmony and the social events attendant to the
wedding, and not on the basis of the size of the church in which the wed-
ding was held*
TABLE XIV
TYPES OF WEDDINGS OF THE RESPONDENTS
Types of Couples
Weddings No. %
Civil ceremony 1 2.9
Small home wedding 0.0
Chapel wedding at
Kansas State 2 5.9
Other chapel wedding 1 2.9
Small church wedding 12 35.3
Large church wedding 18 52.9
Totals 34 100.0
Table XV shows the duration of the honeymoon trips of the thirty-
four couples included in this study. A majority of the couples had honey-
moon trips lasting from four to seven days, but approximately 38 per cent
TABLE XV
DURATION OF HONEYMOON TRIPS
OF RESPONDENTS
Periods of Couple;
Time No. t
One day 4 11.8
Three days or less 9 26.5
More than three days but
less than one week 11 32.4
One week 8 23.5
More than one week but
less than two weeks 0.0
Two weeks or more 2 5.9
Totals 34 100.0
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of the respondents had honeymoon trips of from one to three days. Only
two couples had honeymoon trips of two weeks or more.
Table XVI shows that slightly more than one-half (51.5 per cent) of
the respondents said that their wedding, trousseau, and honeymoon expen-
ditures were limited in order to meet education expenses. Of the other
TABLE XVI
RESPONSES IN REGARD TO REDUCTION IN WEDDING, TROUSSEAU,
AND HONEYMOON EXPENDITURES IN ORDER TO MEET
EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES
Responses
Husbands
No.
Wives
No. %
Totals
No. %
Yes
Somewhat
No
17
7
10
50.0
20.6
29.4
18 52.9
7 20.6
9 26.5
35 51.5
14 20.6
19 27.9
Totals 34 100.0 34 100.0 6a ioo.o
responses, 20.6 per cent of the respondents said that their wedding, trous-
seau, and honeymoon expenditures were "somewhat" limited, and 20.6 per
cent said that they were not limited.
Table XVII shows information concerning the "trousseaus" (with the
meaning of the word enlarged to include clothing for men), or amounts of
TABLE XVII
AMOUNTS OF CLOTHING PURCHASED IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO
MARRIAGE OF RESPONDENTS
Amount of
Clothing
Husbands
No. *
Wives
No. %
Totals
No. %
No new clothing 2 5.9 1 2.9 3 4.4
Only clothing for the
wedding and "going
away"
A few items of clothing
Some clothing
A complete outlay of new
clothing 0.0 2 5.9 2 2.9
9 26.5 11 32.4 20 29.4
16 47.1 12 35.3 28 41.2
7 20.6 8 23.5 15 22.1
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clothing purchased immediately prior to the marriage of the respondents.
Unfortunately the wording of the possible responses as to the amounts of
clothing purchases were not as discriminating as it might have been. Sev-
eral respondents, especially among the wives, indicated that they bought
a "few" or "some" items in addition to clothes for the wedding and for
"going away." However, it seemed accurate to say that most of the re-
spondents bought new clothes in some moderate amount, with a very few
respondents either buying no new clothes or buying a complete outlay of
new clothing in preparation for their marriages.
Responsibility for care of family clothing . Table XVIII shows
that the student wives in this study were taking the major responsibility
for all of the tasks concerned with clothing care, with over 90 per cent of
the wives doing all of the hand washing, ironing, and mending for their
families. However, between one-third and one-half of the wives were re-
ceiving help from their husbands with the washing, drying, and sorting
and folding of clothes.
TABLE XVIII
DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR CARE OF FAMILY CLOTHING OF RESPONDENTS
Division of Responsibility Total
Responsibilities Husband Only Wife Only H and W No.
No. No. No. f
Washing 0.0 19 57.6 14 42.4 33*
Drying 0.0 17 51.5 16 48.5 33*
Hand washing 0.0 33 97.0 1 2.9 34
Sorting and folding 0.0 21 63.6 12 36.4 33*
Ironing 0.0 31 91.2 3 8.8 34
Mending 0.0 33 97.1 1 2.9 34
One couple had these tasks done at a commercial
laundry.
^3
Tables XIX and XX show the extent to which tasks concerned with
clothing care i-iere done by husband respondents and wife respondents,
respectively", as compared with the extent to which these same tasks had
been carried out by them as unmarried students. The results show that
the majority of the wives did "more" washing (82.4 per cent), drying
(79.^- per cent), sorting and folding (79»^ per cent), ironing (85.3 per
cent), and mending (?6»7 per cent) than they did as unmarried students.
Fifty per cent of the wives did "about the same" amount of handwashing.
More than one-half of the men respondents reported that they were doing
"about the same" amount of hand washing (67.7 per cent), ironing (55*9
per cent), and mending (64.7 per cent) as they had done as unmarried
students. This could prooably oe interpreted to mean that most of them
did not perform these tasks either before or after marriage.
TABLE XIX
EXTENT TO WHICH CLOTHING CARE TASKS WERE PERFORMED BY HUSBAND
RESPONDENTS AS COMPARED TO THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE
SAME TASKS WERE PERFORMED AS UNMARRIED STUDENTS
Extent of Performance
Tasks More About
No.
the Same
«r* No.
Less Total
No
.
f 3 No.
Washing 7 20.6 12 35.3 15 44.1 3^
Drying 7 20.6 12 35.3 15 44.1 34
Hand washing 2 5.9 23 67.6 9 26.5 3^
Sorting and folding 5 14.7 13 33.2 16 47.1 3^
Ironing 2 5.9 19 55.9 13 38.2 3^
Mending 1 2.9 22 64.7 11 32.4 34
About one-fifth of the husbands were doing "more" washing and drying
(20.6 per cent) of clothes, and 14.7 per cent were doing "more" hand washing.
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However, it would be accurate to say that, in general, the student husbands
who participated in this study were doing all of the clothing tasks listed
"about the same or less" than they did as unmarried students.
TABLE XX
EXTENT TO WHICH CLOTHING CARE TASKS WERE PERFORMED BY WIFE
RESPONDENTS AS COMPARED TO THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE
SAME TASKS WERE PERFORMED AS UNMARRIED STUDENTS
Extent of Pe:rformance
Tasks More About
No. i No.
th e Same
i No.
Less
&
Total
No.
Washing
Drying
Hand washing
Sorting and folding
Ironing
Mending
28 82.4 5
27 79.4 6
16 47.0 17
27 79.4 6
29 85.3 5
26 76.7 8
14.7
17.6
50.0
17.6
14.7
23.5
1
1
1
1
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
0.0
0.0
34
34
34
34
34
34
Sending dress shirts to commercial laundries. Table XXI shows that
eleven of the thirty-four husband respondents "often" sent their dress shirts
to a commercial laundry before marriage, and only one of the thirty-four
"often" sent his dress shirts to a commercial laundry after marriage. After
marriage 91.2 per cent of the husbands "never" sent their dress shirts to a
commercial laundry as compared to 55. 9 per cent who "never" sent their dress
shirts to a commercial laundry before marriage.
TABLE XXI
FREQUENCY OF HAVING HUSBAND RESPONDENTS' DRESS SHIRTS LAUNDERED AT A
COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY BEFORE AND AFTER MARRIAGE
Time Period Frequency
Often
No. i
Occasionally
No.
f>
Never
No. $
Total
No.
Before marriage
After marriage
11 32.4
1 2.9
4 11.8
2 5.9
19 55.9
31 91.2
34
34
^5
Wearing of slacks and/or shorts by '.rives . Table XXII shows that
about three-fourths (7&»5 per cent) of the wife respondents in this study
"often" wore slacks and/or shorts at home and "occasionally" wore them
for grocery shopping. Only one respondent "never" wore slacks and/or
shorts at home, and only six respondents "never" wore slacks and/or shorts
for grocery shopping.
TABLE XXII
FREQUENCY OF WEARING SLACKS AND/OR SHORTS BT WIFE RESPONDENTS
AT HOME AND FOR GROCERY SHOPPING
Frequency
Place Often Occasionally Never Total
No. | No. j No. g Mo.
At home 26 ?6.5 7 20.6 1 2.9 3^
At grocery store 2 5.9 26 76.5 6 17. 6 34
Sewing . The results of this study showed that only one (2.9 per cent)
of the wife respondents did "more" sewing after marriage than she did before
marriage, 61.8 per cent did "about the same" amount of sewing, and 32.4
per cent did "less" sewing than they had done as unmarried students.
Amount of clothing purchased since marriage ,. Table XXIII shows that
64.7 per cent of the respondents had purchased "less" clothing since mar-
riage than they would have purchased in a comparable length of time before
marriage. A larger percentage of the husbands (14.7 per cent) had pur-
chased "more" clothing than had the wives (5*9 per cent) in relation to
the amount of clothing they would have purchased in a comparable length of
time befgre marriage.
Largest problems in regard to clothin f practices and satisfactions .
The respondents were asked, as couples, to rank in order (1, 2, and 3)
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what they considered to be their biggest problems in relation to their
clothing practices and satisfactions. Table XXIV shows that lack of time
was most frequently mentioned, lack of money was mentioned next most fre-
quently, and inability to organize was mentioned least frequently.
TABLE XXIII
RESPONSES IN REGARD TO AMOUNT OF CLOTHING PURCHASED SINCE
MARRIAGE AS COMPARED TO AMOUNT OF CLOTHING
PURCHASED AS STUDENTS BEFORE MARRIAGE
Amount of Husbands
No,
\
rives Tota:
No.
Ls
Clothing No * i
More
About the same
Less
5
8
21
14.7
23.5
61.8
2
9
23
5.9
26.5
67.6
7
17
44
10.3
25.0
64.7
Totals 3^ 100.0 34 100.0 68 100.0
TABLE XXIV
FREQUENCY OF RANK OF WHAT THIRTY-FOUR RESPONDENT COUPLES CONSIDERED
TO BE THEIR BIGGEST PROBLEMS IN REGARD TO THEIR
CLOTHING PRACTICES AND SATISFACTIONS
Problems Rank
First
No. %
Second
No.
f>
Third
No. £
Inability to organize
Lack of time
Lack of money
2 5.9
17 50.0
15 44.1
6 17.6
16 47.1
12 35.3
26 76.5
1 2.9
7 20.6
II. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A statistical analysis was made of the questionnaire results. The
method of procedure for developing and administering the questionnaire and
analyzing the results is described in detail in Chapter III, page 19. Four
forms of a fifty-seven item questionnaire (see Appendix B) were used to
^7
administer simultaneously to both a student husband and a student wife in
a test-retest situation for tho nirpose of securing information concerning
their clothing practices and satisfactions as college students before mar-
riage (forms H-l and W-l of the questionnaire) and after marriage (forms
H-2 and W»2 of the questionnaire). Thirty-four married student couples
comprised the sample „ The ehi-sqiiare test was used to show the association
between (l) sex, and (2) marital status, and the five response classes (Al-
ways, Usually, Sometimes, Seldom, Never) for each questionnaire item. The
results were discussed in accordance with the null hypotheses that were
formulated to guide this investigation. These hypotheses were:
Supporting Hypothesis . There are no significant differences in
certain clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women college
students either before or after marria >.
Basis Hypothesis . There are no significant changes in certain
clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women college stu-
dents as the result of marriage.
The chi-square analysis was made for each of the fifty-seven ques-
tionnaire items by means of contingency tables which were ^ X 5 until
grouping of the responses was done 'co avoid excessively small numbers.
Four comparisons were made concerning the clothing practice or satisfaction
unique to each item. These comparisons were:
Comparison Questionnaire
Forms
1. Husbands before marriage and wives before marriage H-l and W-l
2. Husbands after marriage and wives after marriage H-2 and 17-2
3. Husbands before and husbands after marriage H-l and H-2
b. Wives before and wives after marriage W-l and W-2
The chi-square values were considered to be significant at the .10
level. Those chi-square values less than that at the .10 level were not
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considered to be significant and ucre therefore accepted as being consistent
with one of the null hypotheses (see Appendix F for these chi-square values).
Table XXV shows the distribution of responses by number and per cent
for each item in the four forms of tho questionnaire. The manner of group-
ing the responses for chi-squarc analysis is also indicated in the table by
the first initials of the possible responses: Always, Usually, Sometimes,
Seldom, Never. (See Chapter III, page 24^ for a more detailed explanation.)
'
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TABLE XXV
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES FOR EACH QUESTIONNAIRE
ITEM AND MANNER OF GROUPING RESPONSES FOR CHI-SQUARE
ANALYSIS
Item
0.
Form No.
ways
TO
Usually
No . <o
Sometimes Seldom
No. i
Nev
No.
er
No. i t
1. Feeling x^ell-dressed H-l 5 14.7 24 70.6 5 14.7 0.0 0.0
for attending classes H-2 10 29.4 22 64.7 2 5.9 0.0 0.0
W-l 10 29.4 23 6?.6 1 20.9 0.0 0.0
A-U-SSN* W-2 11 32.4 20 58.8 3 8.8 0.0 0.0
2. Feeling well-dressed H-l 21 61.8 13 38.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
for "going out" to a H-2 17 50.0 16 47.1 1 2.9 0.0 0.0
movie W-l 24 70.6 10 29.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
A-U-SSN W-2 20 58.8 12 35.3 1 2.9 1 2.9 0.0
3. Feeling well-dressed H-l 20 58.8 7 20.6 5 14.7 2 5.9 0.0
for dress-up events H-2 16 47.1 16 47.1 1 2.9 1 2.9 0.0
W-l 23 67.6 9 26.5 2 5.9 0.0 0.0
A-U-SSN W-2 22 64.7 9 26.5 3 8.8 0.0 0.0
4. Feeling well-dressed H-l 18 52.9 12 35.3 0.0 3 8.8 1 2.9
for a formal dance H-2 19 55.9 9 26.5 3 8.8 3 8.8 0.0
•\ W-l 23 67.6 10 29.4 1 2.9 0.0 0.0
A-U-SSN W-2 21 61.8 9 26.5 3 8.8 1 2.9 0.0
5. Feeling well-dressed .H-l 27 79.4 7 20.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
for church H-2 25 73.5 8 23.5 1 2.9 0.0 0.0
W-l 24 70.6 10 29.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
A-U-SSN 'W-2 26 76.5 23.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
6. Feeling that clothes for H-l 0.0 10 29.4 19 55.9 5 14.7 0.0
"being at home" were H-2 1 2.9 16 47.1 14 41.2 3 8.8 0.0
attractive W-l 5 14.7 11 32.4 17 50.0 1 2.9 0.0
AU-S-SN W-2 4 11.8 14 41.2 14 41.2 2 5.9 0.0
7. Feeling that clothes for H-l 15 44.1 18 52.9 1 2.9 0.0 0.0
"being at home" were H-2 14 41.2 18 52.9 2 5.9 0.0 0.0
suitable W-l 14 41.2 19 55.9 1 2.9 0.0 0.0
A-U-SSN W-2 13 38.2 17 50.0 4 11.8 0.0 0.0
8. Consideration given to H-l 2 5.9 3 8.8 10 29.4 16 47.1 3 8.8
selection of clothing H-2 1 2.9 5 14.7 10 29.4 18 52.9 0.0
for wear at home W-l 2 5.9 6 17.6 16 47.1 10 29.4 0.0
AU-S-SN W-2 1 2.9 10 29.4 9 26.5 12 35.3 2
1
5.9
* These letters represent the grouping of the responses
(Always, Usually, Sometimes, Seldom, Never) for chi-square analysis.
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TABLE XXV (continued)
.a*. Always Usjflally Sometimes Seldom HflifiT
Item Form Mo.
-'
Mo. * No. No. f No. $
9. Importance of clothing H-l 5 14.7 11 32.4 11 32.4 5 14.7 2 5.9
in expressing person- H-2 2 5.9 13 33.2 10 29.4 7 20.6 2 5.9
ality W-l 17.6 20 53.8 6 17.6 2 5.9 0.0
A-U-SSN W-2 8 23.5 16 47.1 9 26.5 1 2.9 0.0
10. Feeling insoeur© if H-l 13 33,2 7 20.6 3 23.5 3 8.8 3 8.8
not suitably dressed H-2 7 20.6 11 32.4 10 29.4 3 8.8 3 8.8
in a social situation W-l 11 32.4 12 35.3 7 20.6 4 11.8 0.0
A-U-S-SN W-2 14 41.2 7 20.6 11 32.4 2 5.9 0.0
11. Importance of recent H-l 2 5.9 12 35.3 14 41.2 4 11.3 2 5.9
fashion trends H-2 1 2.9 17.6 13 38.2 10 29.4 4 11.8
W-l 4 11.8 16 47.1 14 41.2 0.0 0.0
A-U-S-SN W-2 2 5-9 11 32.4 14 41.2 7 20.6 0.0
12. Observance of other H-l 12 35.3 11 32.4 8 23.5 3 8.8 0.0
student s clothe s H-2 5 14.7 15 44.1 10 29.4 3 8.8 1 2.9
W-l 20 58.8 13 33.2 1 2.9 0.0 0.0
A-U-SSN W-2 14 41.2 15 44.1 4 11.8 1 2.9 0.0
13. Importance of wearing H-l 1 2.9 23.5 14 41.2 9 26.5 2 5.9
« clothes similar to H-2 0.0 5 14.7 13 33.2 14 41.2 2 5.9
other students' clothes W-l 2 5.9 14 41.2 13 33.2 4 11.8 1 2.9
AU-S-SN W-2 1 2.9 8 23.5 15 44.1 10 29.4 0.0
14. Wearing attractive cloth- • H-l 0.0 4 11.8 9 26.5 13 38.2 8 23.5
ing to gain social rec- H-2 0.0 3 3.8 12 35.3 12 35.3 7 20.6
ognition from others of W-l 3 8.8 8 23.5 14 41.2 8 23.5 1 2.9
same sex AU-S-SN W-2 3 8.8 7 20.6 14 41.2 9 26.5 1 2.9
15. Wearing attractive cloth- - H-l 1 2.9 11 32.4 15 44.1 5 14.7 2 5.9
ing to gain social rec- H-2 0.0 4 11.3 16 47.1 10 29.4 4 11.8
ognition from opposite W-l 3 8.8 11 32.4 16 47.1 4 11.8 0.0
sex. AU-S-SN W-2 3 8.3 1 2.9 4 11.8 16 47.1 10 29.4
16. '.fearing appropriate H-l 2 5.9 10 29.4 13 38.2 7 20.6 2 5.9
clothing to gain social H-2 3 8.8 10 29.4 15 44.1 4 11.8 2 5.9
recognition from adults W-l 2 5.9 14 41.2 14 41.2, 4 11.8 0.0
AU-S-SN W-2 3 8.3 11 32.4 15 44.1 4 11.8 1 2.9
17. Spot cleaning and press- H-l o.S 7 20.6 13 38.2 3 8.8 8 23.5
ing at home between pro- H-2 5 14.7 17.6 9 26.5 9 26.5 5 14.7
fessional dry cleanings W-l 11 32.4 13 38.2 3 8.8 .4 11.8 3 8.8
AU-S-SN W-2 10 29.4 14 41.2 6 17.6; 2 5.9 2 5.9
TA3LE XXV (continued)
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1- Form
Always
liOm yJ
Usuf
No,
illy Sometime
sjf Seldom
No. [No.
1 TrN Tf^>»
Item No. g
18. Using self-service,
coin-operated dry
cleaning machines
AU-SS-N
II-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
0.0
1 2.9
1 2.9
3 8.8
2
7
1
8
5.9
20.6
2.9
23. <S
7
5
6
.
20.6
14.7
17.6
4
3
2
3
11.3
8.8
5.9
8-8
25 73.5
16 47.1
25 73.5
14 41.2
19. Opinion as to whether
student husband should
share laundry responsi-
bilities with student
wife AU-S-SN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
5 1^.7
6 17.6
3 8.8
3 8.8
6
11
2
6
17.6
32.4
5.9
17.6
15
14
15
12
44.1
41.2
44.1
35.3
7
3
9
8
20.6
8.8
26.5
23.5
1 2.9
0.0
5 14.7
5 14.7
20. Concern over the
monthly cost of clo-
thing maintenance
AUS-S-N
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
2 5.9
2 5.9
0.0
2 S.Q
2
5
5
10
5.9
14.7
14.7
29.4
6
10
c
7
17.6
29.4
17.6
20.6
13
15
8
7
38.2
JJ4.1
23.5
20. c
11 32.4
2 5.9
15 44.1
8 2A.S
21. Postponing clothing ex-
penditures in order to
pay other expenses
AU-S-SN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
1 2.9
3 8.8
2 5.9
5 14.7
5
7
7
10
14.7
20.6
20.6
29.4
10
11
13
13
29.4
32.4
38.2
33.2
9
8
3
4
26.5
23.5
3.8
ll.fi
9 26.5
5 14.7
9 26.5
2 S.Q
2.2. Importance of feeling
attractively dressed
A-U-SSM
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
9 26.5
5 14.7
13 52.9
12 T>.^
14
16
16
20. .
4] .2
47.1
47.1
e r~- O
9
12
2
26.5
35.3
0.0
2 '
1
5.9
2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
23. Getting something ready
to wear being a "last
minute" operation
AUS-S-N
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1
1
3
. ,2.
.
2.9
2.9
8.8
5-9
7
12
14
20.6
35.3
41.2
Wl-.l
21
18
12
13
61.
8
52.9
35.3
38.2
5 14.7
3 8.8
5 14.7
4 11.8
24. Frustration over un-
orderly closets and
dresser drawers
au-s-sn
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
4 11.8
5 14.7
11 32.4
3 21.
^
14
14
•13
16
41.2
41.2
38.2
47.1
10
11
9
Q
29.4
32.4
26.5
5
4
1
14.7
11.8
0.0
9.Q
1 2.9
0.0
1 2.9
n n.n
25. Importance of feeling
fashionably dressed for
social occasions
A-U-SSN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
12 ^5.3
13 38.2
15 W.l
16 47,1
15
16
14
14
44.1
47.1
41.2
5
4
4
2
14.7
11.8
11.8
1-Q
2
1
1
2
5.9
2.9
2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
n.n
26. Necessity of spending a
great deal of money to
dress well
AUS-S-H
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
0.0
0.0
1 2.9
0.0
1
2
1
2.9
5.9
0.0
2.9.
10
5
7
4
29.4
14.7
20.6
19
20
22
20
55.9
58.8
64.7
4 11.8
7 20.6
4 11.8
9 26.5
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TABLE; xx ;/ (continued)
Item Form
Al
No.
ways
7>
U gu
No.
ally Sometimes Seldom
No. i
Never
.Jo. ft So. 1o
27. Purchasing garments for ' H-l 0.0 0.0 1 2.9 6 17.6 27 79.4
special occasions without H-2 0.0 0.0 1 2.9 9 26.5 24 70.6
regard to wearing them W-l 1 2.9 1 2.9 5 14.7 7 20.6 20 58.8
again AUS-S-N W-2 0.0 2 5.9 0.0 9 26.5 23 67.6
28. Consideration of H-l 8 23.5 16 47.1 3 8.8 6 17.6 1 2.9
length of time a gar- H-2 13 38.2 14 41.2 6 17.6 1 2.9 0.0
ment can be worn W-l 14 41.2 14 41.2 2 5.9 4 11.8 0.0
A-U-SSN W-2 15 44.1 14 41.2 2 5.9 3 8.3 0.0
29. Discarding a garment H-l 0.0 0.0 5 14.7 15 44.1 14 41.2
that goes out of style H-2 0.0 0.0 5 14.7 14 41.2 15 44.1
W-l 1 2.9 2 5.9 11 32.4 17 50.0 3 8.8
AUS-S-N W-2 1 2.9 1 2.9 8 23.5 16 47.1 8 23,5
30. Remodeling a garment H-l :o.o 4 11.8 5 14.7 10 29.4 15 44.1
that goes out of style H-2 0.0 4 11.3 13 38.2 12 35.3 5 14.7
W-l 1 2.9 10 29.4 16 47.1 2 5.9 5 14.7
AU-S-S-N W-2 2 5.9 15 1J4.1 11 32.4 3 8.3 3 8.8
31. Continuing to wear a H-l 2 5.9 14 41.2 14 41.2 4 11.8 0.0
\ garment that is not in H-2 1 2.9 17 50.0 8 23.5 8 23.5 0.0
style W-l 0.0 3 8.8 13 38.2 14 41.2 4 11.8
AU-S-SN
, W-2 1 2.9 3 8.8 14 41.2 13 38.2 3 8.8
32. Importance of selecting H-l 10 29.4 11 61.8 2 5.9 1 2.9 0.0
clothes that can be used H-2 7 20.6 22 64.7 4 11.8 0.0 1 2.9
in a number of different W-l 10 29.4 18 52.9 4 11.8 2 5.9 0.0
combinations A-U-SSN W-2 12 35.3 17 50.0 4 11.8 1 2.9 0.0
33. Having the money wanted H-l 3 8.8 12 35-3 11 32.4 7 20.6 1 2.9
for buying clothes H-2 2 5.9 6 17.6 14 41.2 11 32.4 1 2.9
W-l 8.8 16 47.1 9 26.5 6 17.6 0.0
AU-S-SN W-2 2 5.9 5 14.7 12 35.3 12 35.3 3 8.8
3^. Necessity for considering H-l 1 2.9 R 23.5 9 26.5 11 32.4 5 14.7
amount of money required H-2 1 2.9 16 47.1 11 32.4 3 8.8 3 8.8
to care for a garment W-l 6 17.6 12 35.3 , 4 11.8 9 26.5 3 8.8
A-U-S-S-N W-2 14 41.2 12 35.3 6 17.6 1 2.9 1 2.9
35. Necessity of considering H-l 3 3.8 17.6 10 29.4 7 20.6 8 23.5
amount of time and effort H-2 4 11.3 16 4?.] 10 29.4 2 5.9 2 5.9
to care for a garment W-l 8 23.5 rL 32.4 8 23.5 5 1^.7 2 5.9
A-U-SSN W-2 15 44.1 12 35.3 6 17.6 0.0 1 2.9
TABLE XXV (continued)
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Forr.i
Always 'Usu
No.
ally
>
Sometimes Seldom
Mo. *
Ne
;io
ver
Item No. J No. *>
36. Importance of consider- 1
ing quality of workman- !
ship and construction
A-U-SSN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
11
13
17
21
32.4
38.2
50.0
67,6
14
16
14
11
41.2
47.1
41.2
32.4
5
3
14.7
8.8
8.8
0.0
3 3.8
2 5.9
0.0
0.0
1 2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
37. Feeling justified to buy
clothing only in time of,
necessity
AU-S-SN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
1
2
1
2.9
5.9
2.9
-™ Oft
10
11
16
29.4
32.4
47.1
32 * 4
11
15
10
17
32.4
44.1
29.4
so.o
11 32.4
5 14.7
4 11.8
1 2.Q
1
1
3
?,.
2.9
2.9
8.8
38. Hesitating to buy be-
cause of disagreement
over amount of clothes
needed AUS-S-N
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
o.c
0.0
0.0
0.0
1
Q
4
2.9
0.0
11.3
..
0..0.
5
13
8
7
14.7
38.2 i
23.5
20.6
19 55.9
12 35.3
11 32.4
14 41.2
9
9
11
10
26.5
26.5
32.4
2Q.4
39 • Hesitating to buy be-
cause of disagreement
over amount of money to
spend for clothes
AUS-S-N
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
1
0.
o.c
2.9
0.0
0.0
1
5
1
2
2.9
14.7
2.9
5.9
9
9
14
12
26.5
26.5
41.2
35.3
18 52.9
12 35.3
9 26.5
9 26.5
6
7
10
11
17.6
20.6
29.4
32.4
40. Getting a "lift" when
something new is added
to wardrobe
A-U-SSN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
10
11
14.7
V'r.7
29.4
32,4
9
9•
13
1 ->.
26.5
26.5
.2
3s .2
8
11
11
10
23.5
32.4
32.4
29.4
10 29.4
9 26.5
0.0
0.0
2 5.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
41. Feeling free to purchase
"something new" at one's
own discretion
A-U-SSN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
4
j
3
7
11.3
8.8
23.5
2Q,6
22
12
16
64.7
35.3
47.1
23. ^
6
10
5
7
17.6
29.4
14.7
20.6
2 5.9
8 23.5
4 11.8
10 29.4
1
! 1
2
0.0
2.9
2.9
42. Buying clothing and
accessories because they
are campus "fads"
AUS-S-N
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
12
6
13
6
35.3
17.6
38.2
17.6
16 47.1
14 41.2
14 41.2
17 50.
6
14
7
11
17.6
41.2
20.6
32.4
43. Deciding at the last min*
ute what to wear to clas*
ses
AU-S-SN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
2
1
5.9
2.9
0.0
0,0
14
9
5
4
41.2
26.5
14.7
11.8
11
14
16
20
32.4
41.2
47.1
58,3
6 17.6
8 23.5
13 38.2
10 29.4
1
2
2.9
5.9
0.0
0.0
44. Receiving gifts of
clothing for special
occasions
AU-S-SN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
1
j
i
2
2.9
0.0
0.0
12.
1?
16
35.3
36.2
47.1
47.1
14
17
18
116
41.2
50.0
52.9
47.1 \
6 17.6
2 5.9
0.0
0.0
1
2
1
2.9
5.9
0.0
0.0
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TABLE XXV (continued)
Q.
Form
f Al
No.
ways Usually
No.
Sometimes Seldom
No. i
Hover
It c:n IIo. < No.
45. Receiving clothing from
parents at times other
than for birthdays and
Christmas AU-S-SN
H-l
H-2
W-l
'
VI-
2
3
1
9
1
3.3
2.9
26.5
2.9
3
2
12
23.5
5.9
35.3
14.7
15 44.1
14 41.2
6 17.6
11 ^2.4
7
13
5
10
20.6
33.2
14.7
29.4
1 2.9
4 11.8
2 5.9
7 20.6
46. Desiring fewer clothes
bnt a better planned
selection of clothing
au-s-sx
H-l
H-2
i
»*
\I-2
1
4
1
2 Q
0.0
11.8
5
4
5
7
14.7
11.8
14.7'
20.6
12 35.3
12 35.3
14 41.2
15 44.1
10
15
.7
7
29.4
44.1
20.6
20.6
6 17.6
3 3.8
4 11.3
2 S.9
47. Desiring more variety
in clothing and fewer
"basics"
AUS-S-1I
H-l
H-2
W-l
'.7-2 1
0.0
0.0
0.0
1
1
2
2.9
2.9
5.9
p0.0
8 23.5
10 29.4
7 20.6
4 n.a
17
19
13
22
50.0
55.9
52.9
64.7
3 23.5
4 11.8
7 20.6
4 11.8
48. Desiring more dry-
cleanable items in
wardrobe
AUS-S-N
H-l
H-2
W-l
T
.;-2
c
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.
2
1
2.9
5.9
2.9
11 32.4
13 33.2
•3 8.3
6 17.6
14
11
14
1.6
41.2
32.4
41.2
47. ]
8 23.5
3 23.5
16 47.1
9 26. 5
49. Desiring more "wash
and wear" items in
"» vjardrobe
AU-S-SN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
4
3
4
11.3
•
0.0
VI. .
'
9
11
16
16
26.5
32.4
47.1
47.1
15 44.1
12 35.3
13 38.2
10 29.4
6
6
4
4
17.6
17.6
11.8
11,8
0.0
2 5.9
1 2.9
0.0
50. Adequacy of closet
space
A-U-SSN
j
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
7
7
3
20.6
20.6
14,7
14
16
9
19
41.2
47.1
26.5
5<5.9
2 5.9
2 5.9
3 8.8
; D . O
7
5
4
23.5
20.6
14.7
11.8
3 3.8
2 5.9
9 26.5
1 3.8
51. Storing clothing at
parent s ' home
A-U-SSN
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
15
7
22
8
ij4.1
20.6
64.7
2°. r
,
5
?
23.5
14.7
20.6
20.6
7 20.6
7 20.6
5 14.7
6 17.6
2
9
5.9
26.5
0.0
8.8
2 5.9
6 17.6
0.0
10 29.4
52. Having dresser drawers
and closet efficiently-
arranged
A-U-SSN
H-l •
H-2
W-l
W-2
2
5
5.9
14.7
23.5
p p
25
22
16
2?
73-5
64.7
47.1
67 : :
4 11.3
7 20.6
3 23.5
7 20.6
2
2
1
5.9
0.0
5.9
2..Q
1 2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
53. Buying clothing at
department stores
AU-S-SN 1
H-l
H-2
W-l
W-2
1
2
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.9
14
10
3
10
41.2
29.4
23.5
29.4
12 35.3
18 52.9
20 58.8
19 ^.9
. 8
3
3
. 2 .
23.5
8.8
o.8
13
0.0
3 8.8
3 3.8
1 2.9
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0.0 5 22 ' • (
K
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5 14.7 ",'
in • clothin at H-l ~i 2.'} 7 . 12 35-3 13 r2 1 2.9
specialty shoos TJ_ 2 2 5.9 5 14.7 15 44.1 12 o< q 0.0
w-l 3 0.0 5 14.7 14 41.2 14 41.2 1 2.9
:"-3-s;: !- 2
n q 4 11. S 17 50.0 26.5 1 9
. ing clothing at H-l o 0.0 0.0 7 20.6 13 38.2 14 41.2
scount houses H-2 0.0 0.0 12 qe q 11 32.4 11 32.4
.-
i 0.0 0.0 2 14 41.2 1 52-9
5_ _ -2 3 0.0 o - • ' c 14.7 12 qc - 1 ty . Ll O
57» Buying clothin ; K-l 1 1 . 10 29.4 7 20.6 17 ^0
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F-2 0.0 1 2 a
— • 7 12 7 20.6 14 ..2
_i_ 0,0 1 2 ' 7 20.5 1? <3 ' O 13
7 C ?
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-
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Differences Found in the Cloth.'. : '! ; Practices and satisfactions of Men
and Women Colle.-e Students
Before marriage . Twenty clothing practices and satisfactions were
found to be significantly different for men and women college students be-
fore marriage. Table XXVI shows these differences in a ranked order begin-
ning with the most significant. The chi- square values with their corres-
ponding degrees of freedom are also shown, as well as the level at which
they were significant. The differences, in the order of their significance,
in clothing practices and satisfactions that were found to exist between un-
married men and women college students are listed below. The numbers in
parentheses indicate the number of that item in the questionnaire.
1. Women more frequently had garments remodeled that went out of
style than did men. (30)
2. Men more frequently wore "garments after they had gone out of
style than did women. (31)
3. Women more frequently felt it i .oortant to be attractively
dressed than did men. (22)
k. Women's clothes were more fr Ly spot cleaned and pressed
at home between profession.-.], dry cleanings than were men's, (l?)
5. Women more frequently discarded garments that went out of style
than did men. (29)
6. Women more frequently observed clothes that other students xrere
xrearing than did men. (12)
7. Women more frequently wore attractive clothing to gain social
recognition from others of the same sex than did men. (l^-)
8. Men more frequently decided at the last minute about what to
wear to classes than did women. (^3)
9. Women more frequently received gifts of clothing for special
occasions than did men. (^(4)
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10. Recent fashion trends were important to women more frequently
than to men. (11)
11. './omen more frequently received gifts of clothing from parents
at times other than birthdays and Christmas than did men. (^5)
12. Men more frequently desired to have more dry-cleanable items
in their wardrobes than did women, (*$)
13. './omen more frequently felt that clothing was an important way
of expressing their personalities. (9)
1^-. Women more frequently considered the amount of time and effort
required to care for a garment before purchasing than did men. (35)
15. Men more frequently had their closets and dresser drawers ef-
ficiently arranged than did women. (52)
16. Getting something ready to wear was more frequently a "last
minute" operation for women than for men. (23)
17. Women more frequently ourchased clothes without regard to wearing
them again than did men. (27)
18. Women more frequently got a "lift" "when something new was added
to their wardrobes than did men. (*K))
19. Women more frequent! - hesitated to buy clothes because of dis-
agreement over amount of clothes needed than did men. (39)
20. Women more frequent! ;ave consideration to selection of clothing
for wear "at heme" than did men. (8)
After marriage . Sixteen clothing practices and satisfactions were
found to be significantly different for men and women college students after
marriage. Table XXVII shows these differences in a ranked order beginning
with the most significant. The chi-square values with their corresponding
degrees of freedom are also shown, as well cs the level at which they were
significant. The differences, in the order of their significance, between
the clothing practices and satisfactions that were found to exist between
61
married men and women college students are listed below. The numbers
in parentheses represent the number of that item in the questionnaire.
1. '.fives more frequently considered the amount of money required
to care for a garment before purchasing than did husbands. (3*0
2. Wives more frequently had garments remodeled that went out
of style than did husbands. (30)
3. Husbands more frequently wore garments after they had gone out
of style than did wives. (31)
k, VJives more frequently felt it important to be attractively
dressed than did husbands. (22)
5. Wives' clothes were more frequently spot cleaned and pressed
at home between professional dry cleanings than were husbands'. (17)
6. Wives less frequently wore attractive clothing to gain social
recognition from members of the opposite sex than did husbands. (15)
7. Wives more frequently considered the amount of time and effort
required to care for a garment before purchasing than did husbands. (35)
8. Husbands more frequently thought that a student husband should
share laundry responsibilities with his student wife than did wives. (19)
9. Wives more frequently considered the quality of workmanship
and construction of a garment before purchasing than did husbands. (36)
10. VJives more frequently observed clothes that other students were
wearing than did husbands. (12)
11*. VJives more frequently wore attractive clothing to gain social
recognition from others of the same sex than did husbands. (1*0
12. VJives more frequently felt that clothing was an important way
of expressing their personalities than did husbands. (9)
13. Husbands were less frequently "never" concerned over the monthly
cost of clothing maintenance than were wives, although both showed con-
cern.
14. VJives more frequently desired fewer clothes but a better planned
selection of clothing than did husbands. (46)
15. VJives more frequently received gifts of clothing for special
occasions than did husbands.
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Changes Found in the Clothing Practices and Satisfactions of Married
College Students as the Result of Marriage
Husbands , Twelve clothing practices and satisfactions were found
to change significantly for men students as a result of marriage. Table
XXVUI shows these changes in a ranked order beginning with the most sig-
nificant. The chi-square values with their corresponding degrees of free-
dom are also shown as well as the level at which they were significant.
The changes, listed in the order of their significance, in clothing prac-
tices and satisfactions that were found to exist between husbands before
marriage and husbands after marriage are listed below. The numbers in
parentheses represent the number of that item in the questionnaire.
1. Husbands more frequently had garments that went out of style
remodeled after marriage than before marriage. (30)
2. Husbands were more frequently concerned over the monthly cost
of clothing maintenance after marriage than before marriage. (20)
3. Husbands more frequently received gifts of clothing from
parents at times other than birthdays and Christmas before marriage
than after marriage. (45)
4. Husbands less frequently considered the amount of time and
effort required to care for a garment before purchasing after mar-
riage than before marriage. (35)
5. Husbands more frequently felt free to purchase "something new"
at their own discretion before marriage than after marriage. (41)
6. Husbands less frequently stored some of their clothes at their
parents' home after marriage than before marriage. (51)
7. Husbands more frequently "always" felt well-dressed for dress-up
events before marriage than after marriage, however, more husbands felt
"always or usually" well-dressed after marriage than felt "always or
usually" well-dressed before marriage. (3)
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8. Husbands more frequently wore attractive clothing to gain
social recognition from members of the opposite sex before marriage
than after marriage. (15)
9. Husbands' clothes were more frequently "never" dry cleaned at
a self-service, coin-operated establishment before marriage than after
marriage. (18)
10. Husbands more frequently considered the amount of money re-
quired to care for a garment before purchasing after marriage than
before marriage. (3^)
11. Recent fashion trends were more important to husbands before
marriage than after marriage. (11)
12. Husbs.nds more frequently bought clothing and accessories because
they were campus "fads" before marriage than after marriage. (42)
Wives . Ten clothing practices and satisfactions were found to
change significantly for women students as a result of marriage. Table
XXIX shows these changes in a ranked order beginning with the most sig-
nificant. The chi-square Values with their corresponding degrees of free-
dom are also shown as well as the level at which they were significant.
The changes, listed in the order of their significance, in clothing prac-
tices and satisfactions that were found to exist between wives before mar-
riage and wives after marriage are listed below. The numbers in parentheses
represent the number of that item in the questionnaire.
1. Wives much less frequently wore attractive clothing to gain
social recognition from members of the opposite sex after marriage
than before marriage. (15)
2. '.Jives more frequently stored some of their clothes at their
parents' home before marriage than after marriage. (51)
3. Wives more frequently received gifts of clothing from parents
at times other than birthdays and Christmas before marriage than
after marriage. (45)
4. Wives more frequently had the money they wanted for buying
clothes before marriage than after marriage. (33)
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5. Wives' clothes i^ere more frequently "never" dry cleaned at a
self-service, coin-operated establishment before marriage than after
marriage. (13)
6. '.Jives more frequently considered the amount of money required
to care for a garment before purchasing after marriage than before
marriage. (3^)
7. Recent fashion trends were more important to wives before mar-
riage than after marriage. (11)
S. 'Jives more frequently felt that their closet space was adequate
after marriage than before marriage. (50)
9. Wives more frequently felt free to purchase "something new" at
their own discretion before marriage than after marriage. (^1)
For the sixty-eight respondents, thirty-four student husbands and
thirty-four student wives, who participated in this study it was determined
that there were more changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions of
men students than of women students as a result of marriage. However, the
changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions of women students were,
in most instances, more highly significant (as indicated by the level of
significance) than those changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions
of men students. For example, for questionnaire item number fifteen, both
husbands and wives less frequently wore attractive clothing to gain social
recognition from members of the opposite sex after marriage than before
marriage. However, the ehi-square value for the wives 1 change after marriage
was unusually high, 28.89, and the probability for this chi-square to be an
accident of sampling was less than .005; whereas, the chi-square value was
only 6.37 for the husbands, which has a probability of less than .05 of
being due to sampling error alone.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary . A carefully selected population of thirty-four narried
undergraduate student couples at Kansas State University was chosen to
study the changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions of married
college students as a result of marriage. These narried students were
(1) without children, (2) full-time undergraduates (enrolled in at least
twelve credit hours), (3) twenty-two years of age or younger as of Jan-
uary 1, 1963, (^) married while attending college, (5) enrolled for at
least their second semester of college since their marriage, and (6)
citizens of the United States.
Two null hypotheses were formulated as guides for this study. They
were
:
Supporting Hypothesis . There are no significant differences in
certain clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women col-
lege students, either before marriage or after marriage.
Basic Hypothesis , There are no significant changes in certain cloth-
ing practices and satisfactions of men and women college students as the
result of marriage.
A questionnaire concerned with the clothing practices and satis-
factions of college students was formulated in such a manner that it could
be administered simultaneously to both a student husband and a student wife
in a test-retest situation for the purpose of securing information concern-
ing their clothing practices and satisfactions as college students (1) be-
fore marriage, and (2) after marriage. The questionnaire consisted of
fifty-seven items. Four forms of the questionnaire (H-l, H-2, VJ-1, and
..
T
-2) were used, each form printed on a different colored paper. The
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questionnaire was filled out by the respondents during two briefly divided
sittings in the homes of the respondents with instructions given by the
investigator.
A schedule was developed for the purpose of interviewing the re-
spondents during the "break" in the administering of the questionnaire in
order to secure information that did not lend itself to the type of items
used in the questionnaire, information about their schooling, wedding, fi-
nancial arrangements, social participation, and additional information
about their clothing practices and satisfactions to support the hypotheses.
The interviews were conducted during the spring semester, 19&3*
in the homes of the respondents at a time when both husband and wife could
be present. One hundred per cent participation was achieved. The respon-
dents were first introduced to the study through a letter, and commitments
for interviews were made by telephone or personal contact.
Analysis of the results of the study was made in two ways. A de-
scriptive quantitative analysis was made of the results of the interview
schedule and from information about the respondents obtained from official
records in the Office of Records and Admissions at Kansas State University.
A statistical analysis was made of each questionnaire item using 4X5
contingency tables and the chi-square test for associations between (1) sex,
and (2) marital status, and the degree of response. Four comparisons were
tested to determine the clothing practice or satisfaction unique to each
item for:
1. Husbands before marriage and wives before marriage
2, Husbands after marriage and wives after marriage
3« Husbands before and husbands after marriage
4. Wives before and wives after marriage
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The chi-square values were calculated on an IBM 1620 computer. Values at
the .10 level were considered to be significant* The chi-square values that
were not found to be significant were accepted as being consistent with one
of the null hypotheses formulated as guides for the study.
The average age of the thirty-four student husband respondents was
21 years 11 months, exactly one year older than the average age of the stu-
dent wife respondents which was 20 years 11 months. The respondents had
been married for an average of twelve months with a mode of eight months.
About 40 per cent of the couples lived in university housing for married
students.
Almost one-half of the student husbands were enrolled in the school
of Engineering and Architecture, and almost two-thirds of the student wives
were enrolled in the school of Arts and Sciences. About 40 per cent of
both husband: and vdfe respondents were classified as juniors, but more hus-
bands than wives were seniors and more wives than husbands were sophomores.
The thirty-four student husbands were enrolled in an average of 16.3 hours
and the thirty-four student wives were enrolled in 15.8 hours for the spring
semester, 1963 » during which this study was made. All except two of the re-
spondents had definite plans for graduation.
There was a wide variation in the amount of financial support re-
ceived from parents. However, the sa.:e number of couples (fourteen) were
receiving "none or very little" financial support as were receiving "con-
siderable or almost complete" financial support.
One-half of the thirty-four student husband respondents and about
one-fourth of the student wife respondents who participated in this study
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were working part-time as well as being enrolled as full-time students.
About one-third of the student husband respondents and about one-
fourth of the student wife respondents were members of social fraternities.
All of the fraternity members indicated that they were less active in the
activities of their fraternities since marriage than they had been before
marriage.
The majority of the respondents participated in activities directly
related to campus life "about the same" as they had before they were married
except for campus social affairs and for using the facilities of the student
union which they did "less." A majority of the respondents went to a movie
"less" but played cards with friends and watched television "more." A de-
cided majority indicated that they had more time to study.
Over 50 per cent of the respondents had large church weddings and
had honeymoon trips lasting from four to seven days, but more than half of
the respondents indicated that their wedding, trousseau, and honeymoon ex-
penditures were limited in order to meet educational expenses. Most of the
respondents bought new clothes in some moderate amount immediately prior to
their weddings.
The results of the study showed that the student wives in every
case were taking major responsibility for the care of the family clothing.
The student husbands, for the most part, were taking "about the same or
less" responsibility and the wives were taking "more" responsibility for
the care of clothing than they had taken as unmarried students. The men
respondents sent their dress shirts to a commercial laundry much less
frequently after marriage than before marriage.
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A majority of the women respondents did "about the same" amount
of sewing after marriage as they had done before marriage. About three-
fourths of the wives who participated in this study said that they "often"
wore slacks and/or shorts at home and "occasionally" wore them for grocery
shopping.
A majority of both husband and wife respondents said that they had
purchased "less" clothing since they were married than they would have pur-
chased in a comparable length of time before they were married.
"Lack of time" was most frequently mentioned as the biggest problem
the respondent couples had in regard to their clothing practices and satis-
factions. "Lack of money" was mentioned next most frequently, and "inability
to organize" was mentioned least frequently.
Both of the null hypotheses formulated as guides for this study
were rejected because several clothing practices and satisfactions were
found to be significantly different for men and women college students both
before and after marriage; and several clothing practices and satisfactions
were found to change significantly for both men and women students as a re-
sult of marriage. However, it should be noted that there are more likenesses
than differences in the clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women
students both before and after marriage, and there were more clothing prac-
tices and satisfactions of married students that did not change as a result
of marriage than did change as a result of marriage. These may be noted in
Appendix F.
For the sixty-eight respondents, thirty-four student husbands and
thirty-four student wives, who participated in this study it was determined
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that there were fewer differences between the clothing practices and sat-
isfactions of men and women students after they were married than before
they were married. The differences between the clothing practices and
satisfactions of men and women students that were common to men and women
students both before marriage and after marriage were:
Women more frequently felt that clothing was an important way of ex-
pressing their personalities than did men.
Women more frequently observed clothes that other students were
wearing than did men.
Women more frequently wore attractive clothing to gain social rec-
ognition from others of the same sex than did men.
Women's clothes were more frequently spot cleaned and pressed at
home between professional dry cleanings than were men's.
Women more frequently had garments remodeled that went out of style
than did men.
Men more frequently wore garments after they had gone out of style
than did women.
Women more frequently considered the amount of time and effort
required to care for a garment before purchasing than did men.
Women more frequently got a "lift" when something new was added to
their wardrobes than did men.
Women more frequently received gifts of clothing for special occasions
than did men.
The differences between the clothing practices and satisfactions of men and
women students that were present before marriage but not present after mar-
riage were:
Women more frequently gave consideration to selection of clothing for
wear "at home" than did men.
Recent fashion trends were important to women more frequently than
to men.
Getting something ready to wear was more frequently a "last minute"
operation for women than for men.
Women more frequently purchased clothes without regard to wearing
them again than did men.
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Women more frequently discarded garments that went out of style
than did men.
Women more frequently hesitated to buy clothes because of disagree-
ment over amount of clothes needed than did men.
Women more frequently got a :'lift l! when something new was added
to their wardrobes than did me::.
Men more frequently decided at the last minute about what to wear
to classes than did women.
Women more frequently received gifts of clothing from parents at
times other than birthdays and Christmas than did men.
Men more frequently desired to have more dry-cleanable items in
their wardrobes than did women.
Men more frequently had their closets and dresser drawers efficiently
arranged than did women.
The differences between the clothing practices and satisfactions of men and
women students that were present after marriage but were not present before
marriage were:
Wives less frequently wore attractive clothing to gain social rec-
ognition from members of the opposite sex than did husbands.
Husbands more frequently thought that a student husband should
share laundry responsibilities with his student wife than did wives.
Husbands were less frequently "never" concerned over the monthly
cost of clothing maintenance than were wives, although both showed
concern.
Wives more frequently considered the amount of money required to
care for a garment before purchasing than did husbands.
Wives more frequently considered the quality of workmanship and
construction of a garment before purchasing than did husbands.
Wives more frequently desired fewer clothes but a better planned
selection of clothing than did husbands.
For the sixty-eight respondents, thirty-four student husbands and
thirty-four student wives, who participated in this study it was determined
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that there were more changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions of
men students than women students as a result of marriage. However, the
changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions of women students were,
in most instances, more highly significant than those changes in the clothing
practices and satisfactions of men students. The changes in the clothing
practices and satisfactions of college students as a result of marriage
that were common to both men and women students were:
Recent fashion trends were more important to both husbands and
wives before marriage, than after marriage.
Both husbands and wives less frequently wore attractive clothing
to gain social recognition from members of the opposite sex after mar-
riage than before marriage.
Both husbands 1 and wives 1 clothes were more frequently "never"
dry cleaned at a self-service, coin-operated establishment before
marriage than after marriage.
Both husbands and wives more frequently considered the amount of
money required to care for a garment before purchasing after marriage
than before marriage.
Both husbands and wives more frequently felt free to purchase
"something new" at their own discretion before marriage than after
marriage.
Both husbands and wives more frequently received gifts of clothing
from parents at times other than birthdays and Christmas before marriage
than after marriage.
Both husbands and wives less frequently stored some of their clothes
at their parents 1 home after marriage than before marriage.
The changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions of college students
as a result of marriage that were found for men students but not for women
students were:
Husbands more frequently "always 'felt well-dressed for dress-up
events before marriage than after marriage, however, more husbands
felt "always or usually" well-dressed after marriage than felt
"always or usually" well-dressed before marriage.
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Husbands were more frequently concerned over the monthly cost of
clothing maintenance after marriage than before marriage.
Husbands more frequently had garments that went out of style re-
modeled after marriage than before marriage.
Husbands less frequently considered the amount of time and effort
required to care for a garment before purchasing after marriage than
before marriage.
Husbands more frequently bought clothing and accessories because
they were campus "fads" before marriage than after marriage.
The changes in the clothing practices and satisfactions of college students
as a result of marriage that were found for women students but not for men
students were:
Wives more frequently had the money they wanted for buying clothes
before marriage than after marriage.
Wives more frequently considered the amount of time and effort re-
quired to care for a garment after marriage than before marriage.
Wives more frequently felt that their closet space was adequate
after marriage than before marriage.
Conclusions . It must be emphasized, because of the small size of
the sample used and the selected criteria by which the sample was chosen,
that conclusions reached as a result of this study are not applicable to
the entire married student population, but are restricted to the carefully
selected population represented by this sample of married students at Kansas
State University who participated in this study. However, it is believed
that this sample is representative of similar populations of married stu-
dents at universities of similar size in the Midwest.
Two conclusions reached from this study that are in contrast to
popularly accepted beliefs concerning married students are:
1. Young married student couples without children where both
husband and wife are attending college on a full-time basis do not
necessarily have to have considerable financial support from parents
to continue in college.
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2. Young married student couples without children where both hus-
band and wife are attending college on a full-time basis participate
in campus activities about the same as thoy did before marriage.
The following conclusions can be reached in regard to the clothing
practices and satisfactions of young married undergraduate college student
couples without children:
1. More likenesses than differences existed in the clothing prac-
tices and satisfactions of men and women college students, both before
and after marriage, even though several significant differences were
found to exist. Many of these differences were concerned with the
extent to which the respondents dressed to please others and the extent
to which they were concerned with clothing care.
2. More clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women col-
lege students did not change as a result of marriage than did change,
even though several important changes were found to occur. Most of
these changes were the result of restrictions on money and time, a
new independence from parents, and a decreased interest in dressing
to please other students on campus, particularly members of the op-
posite sex.
Recommendations . It was felt by the writer that the type of ques-
tionnaire used in this study was a useful instrument for measuring differ-
ences and changes in clothing practices and satisfactions. Similar studies
involving married graduate students, married students with children, or
young married couples who are not college students would be valuable along
with this study in understanding the clothing practices and satisfactions
of the entire married college student population.
Another study could conceivably be made using the data presented
in this thesis by discussing the ways in which the clothing practices and
satisfactions of men and women students were alike rather than the ways in
which they were different, and by noting the clothing practices and satis-
factions of men and women students that did not change as a result of
marriage. This study could be further substantiated by doing an identical
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study at another college or university, increasing the size of the selected
sample if possible.
A study involving the personal grooming practices and satisfactions
of men and women college students would be a useful contribution to research
concerned with the clothing and personal appearance of college students.
Parallel studies of various aspects of clothing for men and women
at all age levels could be made using the type of questionnaire and method
of analysis used in this study.
It is hoped that this study may be used by high school home economics
teachers, college teachers of clothing and textiles, college administrators
concerned xjith the status of married college students, and others interested
in research about married college students, and that it will in some small
way make a useful contribution toward understanding the clothing needs of
married students as these needs relate to the more important goal of aca-
demic achievement.
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717 Frey Drive
Manhattan, Kansas
Dato
Mr. and Mrs. John Doe
Address
Manhattan , Kansa
s
Dear John and Ilary:
As married students we are proud to agree with those
who are beginning to recognize that the carried student is
not a liability, as was once believed, but an asset which
lends quality, stability, and admirable strength of purpose
to campus life.
College administrators have indicated the immediate
need of competent studies of the factors involved in the
total relation of marriage to academic education. Clothing
is, without question, one of these factors. The importance
of appearance to success and personal well-being has long
been recognized.
.
I am working on a research project concerning the cloth-
ing practices and satisfactions of married undergraduate stu-
dent couples at Kansas State. The information received will
be used as the basis for a Master's thesis. You are one of
thirty-four carefully selected couples who are being asked
to participate in this study. I will contact you soon to
confirm your participation and to arrange for a thirty minute
appointment in your home at your convenience. I have already
made a few "trial runs," and the participating couples have
enjoyed the thirty minute questionnaire and interview period.
You may anticipate my call, and I will sincerely appre-
ciate your participation.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Janis Lovell
APPENDIX B
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DIPSCTK
This questionnaire consists of 57 ite:;is (both statements and questions)
desi ;;-. d to obtain information concci aur clothing practices anr' satisfac-
tions £s_ a_ college student before ou rere married . Your spouse vdll bo re-
sponding to the sa ie items but not necessarily in the sa.ie orv er.
Please read each item carefully, and check only one response to each
question or strtoment. It is i iportant that you do not omit any item. Feel
free to ask any questions you may have as you are filling out the questionnaire.
This questionnaire is ?nonymous. Please do not *rrite your name on this
sheet. You all be identified only by the code number chat appears in the upper
right hand corner. I -all take your questionnaire when you have completed it.
There is no time limit. Some will finish soonsr than others.
-5 93
1. I felt vrell Pressed ..'or attending classes.
(tlways Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
2. I felt vrell dressed for "going out" (-with a date) to a movie.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
3. I felt (or would have fslt) well dressed for attending dress-up events like
concerts , lectures, or teas.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
h. I felt -.Tell dressed for going to a formal dance.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
£. I elt well dressed for going to church.
Always Usually Sometines Seldom Never
6. I felt that .ay clothes for "being at home" (in the dormitory, fraternity house
or apartment) were attractive
.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
7. I felt my clothes or "being at home" (in the dormitory, fraternity house, or
apartment) were suitable .
Always Usually 5ometi es Seldom Never
8. y selection of clothing for wear "at home" (in the dormitory, fraternity hous
or apartment) \<m.s given as much consideration as clothing for other occasions c
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
9. Clothing was an important way of expressing my personality (the ima r e of mysel
that I wished to convey to others).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
10, I had a feeling of insecurity if I "elt that 1 was not suitably dressed in a
social situation,
•ilways Usually Sometimes Seldom 'lever
11. decent fashion trends were important to me in selecting my clothing.
'lways Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
12. I was observant of the clothes other students '-ere wearing.
Always Usually Letimes Seldom .ver
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13. : 'e.-rirr o si lilar tvpes of clothin"' *>s other students was an i .portent factor
in being accepted by the -roup.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Tever
III. bearing of attractive clothin '?as (to le) a means of securing social rec -
nition fro .1 oth.,r boys on campus.
Always ually >ometimes Seldom Never
Wearinr o2 attractive clothin? was (to me) a means of securing social recogni-
tion from iris on campus.
Always Usually sometimes Seldom Never
16. "earing o± appropriate clothing was (to me) a means of securing social recogni-
tion from a dults
.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
17. '' ere your clothes spot cleaner and pressed at home between pro essional dry
cleaning s?
ays Usually Sonetimes Seldom Me ?r
18. Did ou do your dry cleanin- at a self-service, coin operated dry cleaning
establish nent?
3 Usually Scmeti es Seldom Never
If. Did you think that a student husband should share the laundry responsibilities
(•"as ing, ironing, etc.) T d.th his student wife?
.lways Usually oometi.ies Seldom Never
20. 'as the monthly cort of clothing maintenance (laundry, dry cleaning, pressi
of any special concern to vou?
Always ually Sometimes Seldom Never
21. Did you ostpone clothin expenditures in order to pay ether expenses?
ilways Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
22. 1_as it important to you to feel attractively dressed?
lways Usually ometimes Seldom er
23. 1 as getting something ready to wear a. "last linute" operation for you (like
ironing a shirt or sewing on a button)?
Always Usually Sometimes 3ldom ITever
2L. T >.s it frustrating to yov if -our closet and dresser drawers Trere unorde:
-l TTa-' rs Usually Sometiies Seldom Never
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2£. It was important for me to be fashionably dressed Tor social occasions (parties
concerts, teas).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
2c. It was necessary for ine to spend a r re?t deal o. money to dress well.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
27. I purchased garments for special occasions without regard to wearing them ac-ain
(such as special shoes or a dinner jacket for ? formal affair).
Always Usually 'Sometimes Seldom /lever
28. It was important when purchasing to consider the length of time a garment
could be worn.
Always Usually Someti .ies Seldom Never
29. If a garment of good quality went out of style it was discarded.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom II :ver
30. If a garment of good quality went out of style it was re modeled.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
31. If a garment of good quality went out of style I continued to wear it.
Always Usually Someti ies Seldom Ne~ rer
32. It was important to me to select clothes that could be used in a number of
different combinations.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
33 • I had the money I wanted, for buying clothes.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
3U. I thought it was necessary to consider the amount of money required to take
care of a garment before purchasing it.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
35. I thought it was necessary to consider the a lount of time and effort required
to care for a. garment properly before purchasing it.
Always Usually >ometi ies Seldom ffever
36. I considered it i roortant to consider the quality of workmanship sn6 construc-
tion - rhen choosing a ;arment.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
H-l
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37. Did you feel that /ou -.fere justified in buying an item of clothing onl in
time of necessity?
Always Usually .ometimes Seldom Never
3'°'. Pic you hesitate to buy many of the clothes ou would really like to have had
because you disagreed with someone closely related io you (presumably your
parents) about the a aount o.' clotnin, you needed?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom levsr
39. Did you hesitate to buy many of the clothes you would really like to have had
because you disa reed 1th so leone closely related to yo (presumably your
pa lents) about how iuch money you should spend Tor clotliinf?
li . Usually Someti les eldom Never
)|0. I :ot a tremendous "lift" when something new was prCe? to ly wardrobe.
• ays Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
[jl. I felt free to purchase this "somethin ne"" at my own discretion.
Always Usually "oneti les Seldo
m
Never
li2. I bought clothing pnd accessories because they Trere campus "fads".
\lTTays Usual ly Sometimes Seldom Never
I3. Did you decide "t the last linute about what to wear to classes?
Ali\rays Usually bometi.es eld. m liefer
Hi. Gifts for special occasions from my parents, frieiv", and relatives Trere items
of clothin-.
Always Usually Sometimes " eldom Never
hS» y parents T Tere periodically supple. lentin my wardrobe at times other than
for birthdays and. Christmas,
Al^a^s Usual Someti xs Seldom ',TGv;r
I felt that my wardrobe would have been more satis actor*/" if 1 h°d had :'e"er
clothes but a better planned selection of clothes,
Alxrays Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
['7. I felt that my - rardrobe would uave been iiore satisfactor" if I had had lore
variety in clothing and fewer "basics" (those censerv-tive ite.is of clothing,
plain in color end design, that require accessories to relieve aonotomy)
.
-lTTays Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
]j6. Did you wish you had had morr- dry-cle liable items in your wardrobe?
Al-.-ays Usually Sometimes Seldom ver
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50.
Did you wish you had had more "wash and wear" items in your wardrobe?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Was your closet space (while attending school) adequate for your clothing
heeds ?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
51.
52.
Did you store some of your clothing at your parents' home?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Were your dresser drawers and your closet (while attending school) orderly
and efficiently arranged?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
53. Did you buy clothing at department stores?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
$k.
tt.
%.
57.
Did you buy clothing at chainoatores?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
Did you buy clothing at specialty shops?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
Did you buy clothing at discount houses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
Did you buy clothing through mail order houses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
$
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DIP5CTK
This questionnaire consists of £*] s (both statements and questions)
designed to obtain information concern or clothing practices and satisfac-
tions as a colle^a student before you were .married . Your spouse will be re-
sponding to the sa le items but not necessarily in the sa me order.
Please read each item carefully, and check only one response to each
question or statement. It is i rportant that you do not oruit any item. Feel
free to ask any questions you may have as you are filling out the questionnaire.
This questionnaire is ?nonymous. Please do not T Tite your name on this
sheet. You will be identified only by the code number that appears in the upper
right hand corner. I 'ill take your questionnaire when you have completed it.
There is no time limit. Some will finish sooner than others.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1. I felt well, dressed for attending classes.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
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2. I felt well dressed for "going out" (with a date) to a movie.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
3. I felt (or would have felt) well dressed for attending dress-up events like
concerts, lectures, or teas.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
k» I felt well dressed for going to a formal dance.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
5. I felt well dressed for going to church.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
6. I felt that my clothes for "being at home" (in the dormitory, sorority house,
or apartment) were attractive
.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
7. I felt my clothes for "being at home" (in the dormitory, sorority house,
or apartment) were suitable
.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
8. ify" selection of clothing for wear "at home" (in the dormitory, sorority house,
or apartment) was given as much consideration as clothing for other occasions.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
9. Clothing was an important way of expressing my personality (the image of mysel
hat I wished to convey to others).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
10. I had a feeling of insecurity if I felt that I was not uitably dressed in a
social situation.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
11. Recent fashion trends were important to me in selecting my clothing.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
12. I was observant of the clothes other students were wearing.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
13. Wearing of similar types of clothing as other students vras an important factor
in being accepted by the group.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
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. "e^rin- of attractive clothirr - Tas (to me) a rrr, t.s o.C securing social recogni-
tion fro i other girls or ca.ipus.
Always Usually Sometimes 1 d ?ra 3ver
l£. earing of attractive clothin -as (to me) a le-ns of securing social recogni-
tion frc i boys on caaipus •
always Usually Sometimes ieldo.i Never
16. '/earing of appropri-te clothin: was (to nie) a .aeons of securing social reco ni-
ticn fro a adults
.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom '/ever
17. ' ere your clothes spot cleaned and pressed at home between professional dry
cleanings?
lways Usually Sometimes Seldom :.Ievar
18. Did you do your cry cle~nin at a self-service, coin operated dry cleaning
establishment?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom. Never
19. Did you think that a student husband should sh-°re the laundry responsibilities
(washing, ironin^ , etc.) with his student wife?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom IJever
20.
TT
as the monthly cost of clothin" maintenance (laundry, dry cleaning pressing)
of any special concern to you?
lways Usually Someti.ies Seldom Never
21, Did you postpone clothin expenditures in order to pay other expenses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
22. 'as it important to you to feel attractively dressed?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
23. '"as getting something ready to wear a "last dnute" operation for vou (like
ironing a blouse or sewing on a button)?
Always Usually Someti.ies Seldom Never
2L|
. '"as it frustrating to you if -our closet and dresser drawers ,Tere unorderly?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
25. It was important .^or ne to be fashionably dressed :ror social occasions
(parties, concerts, teas).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
!
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26. It was necessary for me to spend a reat deal of money to dress well*
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
27. I purchased garments for special occasions without regard to wearing them again
(suci. ss a cocktail dress or special shoes for a p-rty).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
28. It was important when purchasing to consider the length of time a varment eo'ild
be worn.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
29. If a garment of good quality went out of style it was discarded.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
30. Tf a ^ar lent of good quality went out of style it was re modeled.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo.n fever
31. If a garment of good quality went out of style I continued to wear it.
Always Usually ' Sometimes Seldo 1 Never
32. It was important to ,ie to select clothes that could be used in a number of
different combinations.
Always Usually Sometimes seldom Never
33. I had the money I wanted for buyin: clothes.
Always Usually So netiraes Seldo a Never
3 1' . I thought it was necessary to consider the amount of money required to take
care of a garment before purchasing it.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo. a Never
35. I thought it was necessary to consider the amount of time anc' effort required
to care for a garment properly before purchasing it.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
36. I considered it important to consider the quality of workmanship and construc-
tion when choosing a garment.
Always Usually sometimes Seldom Never
37. Did you feel that you ,rere justified in buying an item of clothing only in
time of necessity?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
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38. Did you hesitate to buy nany of the clothes 'ou would Ly like to hi
because .you disa reed wit.i someone closely related to yo\ (presumably y
parents) about the a lount of clothin- -ou ne^.£ecv?
Always Usually 'ometimes seldom " Tever
39. Did you hesitate to buy many of the clothes ou would really like to frwe h~d
because you disagreed with someone closely rel' ted to you (presumably --our
parents) about ho ,' r much money .rou should spend for clothing?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
1|0. I got a tremend-mis "lift" when something new T ras added to my wardrobe.
Alxjays Usually Someti les Seldom Never
111. I felt j ree to purchase this "something new" at my ovm discretion.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
[j2. I bought clothin,- ?r\c' acces ories b cause they- T rere campus "fads".
Always Usuall • Sometimes Seldom Never
1>3 • Did you decide at the last .linute about what to wear to classes?
Alvrays Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Mi. Gifts for special occasi ns from my parents, 'rier/'s, ^nc relatives were items
of clothin'
.
Aluays Usually 'ometimes 3eldom Never
.y parents -ere periodically supplementing my wardrobe at times other than for
birthdays and Christmas.
ii_T-?yS Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
1|6. I felt that my TT?rrVobe vould have been more satisfactory if I had had ferer
clothes but a better planned selection of clothes.
Always Usually ^ometi .ies Seldom Never
1 7. I felt that my wardrobe would have been more satisfactory if I had had iiore
variety in clothing snd fewer "basics" (those conservative items of cloth: ,
plain in color ^nc design, that re mire -ccesscries to relieve iiionotony).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
18. Did vou wish you had had rare dry-cleanable items in your wardrobe?
Always___ Usually lometl.es Seldom Never
h9 . Did you ,Tish you had had more "wash 9n0 rear" items in your wardrobe?
Always Usually -ometimes Seldom :;ever
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3>0. Was your closet space (while attending school) adequate for your clothing
needs?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
5>1. Did you store some of jrour clothing at your parents* home?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
52. Were your dresser drawers and your closet (while attending school) orderly
and efficiently arranged?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
53. Did you buy clothing at department stores?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
5U. Did you buy clothing at chain stores?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
55. Did you buy clothing at specialty shops?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
56. Did you buy clothing at discount houses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
57. Did you buy clothing through mail order houses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
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Coco Number
This part of the questionnair obtain information concerning
your clothing practices and satisfactions as a mar: student
.
Please read each item carefully, and check only one response to each ques-
tion or statement. It is important that you do not omit any item. Feel free
to ask any questions you may have as you are filling out the questionnaire.
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. I feel well cressed Tor atte - classes.
Always Usually :.ometimjs_ Seldc .1 ' T 3v;r
2. I feel well dressed for "going out" to a movie.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
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3. I would feel well dressed for attaining- dreso-up events like concerts, lecture
or teas.
Always Usually Sometimes seldom
'
T3v-;r
I. I would feel TTell cressed for going to a formal d^nce.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
5» I feel ^ell Pressed for join;- to church.
Always Usually Someti les Seldom ?Iever
6. I feel that my clothes for nbeinr - at home" are attractive .
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
7. I feel that my clothes for "being at home" are suitable .
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
8. i'3y selection of clothing for we°r at heme (our home in ..ianh^ttan) is given
as much consideration as clothing for other occasions.
Al* Tays Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Clothing is an important way of expressing my personality (the image of myself
that I wish to convey to othsrs).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
10. I h?ve a feeling of insecurity when I feel that I °m not suitably dressed in
a social situation.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
11. Recent fashion trends are important to me in selecting ,.\y clothing*
Always Usually Someti es Seldom Never
12. I am observant of the clothes other students are wearing.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
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13. Wearing of similar types of clothing as other students is an important
factor in being accepted by the group.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Hi. Wearing of attractive clothing is (to me) a means of securing social
recognition from other boys on campus.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
15. Wearing of attractive clothing is (to me) a means of securing social re
ognition from girls on campus.
Always Usually ^^^^ Sometimes Seldom Never
16. Wearing of appropriate clothing is (to me) a means of securing social
recognition from adults.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never ^^^
17. Are your clothes spot cleaned and pressed at home between professional
dry cleanings?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
18. Do you do your dry cleaning at a sel?- service, coin operated dry clean:
establishment?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
19. Do you think that a student husband should share the laundry responsi-
bilities (washing, ironing, etc.) with his student wife?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
20. Is the monthly cost of clothing maintenance (laundry, dry cleaning, p:
sing) of any special concern to you?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
21. Do you postpone clothing expenditures in order to pay other expenses?
Always
mmmt^ Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
22. Is it important to you to feel attractively dressed?
Always
______
Usually Sometimes
__^^^
Seldom Never
23. Is getting something ready to wear a "last minute" operation for you '
ironing a shirt or sewing on a button)?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
2J|. Is it frustrating to you if your closet and dresser drawers are unord
Always
_____
Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
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25. It is i .portant .for me to be fashionably dressed for social occasions (parties,
concerts, teas).
Always Usually Someti les Seldom never
26. It is necessary for me to spend a great deal of money to cress veil.
Always Usually 3 tmetimes Seldom Never
27. I purchase rarments for special occasions without regard to wearing them again
(such as special shoes or a dinner jacket for a formal affair).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo a Never
28. It is important when purchasing to consider the length of time a garment can
be worn.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo: Never
29. If a garment of good quality roes out of style it is discarded.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
30. If a garment of good quality goes out of style it is re 10 deled.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
31. If a garment of good quality ^oes out of style I continue to wear it.
Always Usually Someti les Seldom Never
32. It is important to me to select clothes that can be used in a number of
different combinations,
Alirays Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
33. I have the money I want for buyinf clothes.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
3h» I think it is necessary to consider the amount of money required to take
care of a garment before purchasing it.
Always Usually lomet mes Seldom Never
35. I think it is necessary to consider the amount of time and effort required
to care for a garment properly before purchasing it.
Always Usually Sometimes' Seldo.
.
Never
36. I consider it important to consider the qua lit)- of workmanship and constructs
when choosin- a garment.
Always Usually Someti - Seldom Never
37. Do you .reel that you ?re justified in buying an item of clothing only in
time of necessity?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo i Never
*
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38. Do you hesitate to buy many of trie clothes you would really like to h-
becruse you disagree with someone closely related to you (presumably your
wife) about the amount of clotidn ;ou need?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
39. Do you hesitate to buy many o." the clothes you ' :ould really like to have
because you disa ree with someone closely related to you (presumably your
wife) about how much monay " rou should spend tor clothing.
Always Usually Someti ^es Seldom Never
I;0. I get a tremendous "lift" -'lien something new is adder to -r/ wardrobe.
Alt-rays Usually emetines Seldom • ever
M. I feel free to purchase this "something new" at my o«m discretion.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Mever
Li 2 • I buy clothing ^nd accessories because they are campus "fads".
ilways Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
b3» Do you decide at the last linute about what to wear to classes?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Lib. Gifts for special occasions from my parents, friends, and relatives are
items of clothing.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
h$, l>iiy parents are periodically suppleme vtin ray wardrobe at ti.ii.ss other than
for birthdays and Christmas.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
I46. I feel that my wardrobe would be more satis actory if I had fewer clothes
but a better planned selection of clothes.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo.
.
Never
1j7. I feel that my wardrobe would be more satis. 'actory if I had lore variety in
clothing and fe-ar "basics" (those conservative items of clothing, plain in
color *n€ design, that require accessories to relieve monotony).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom " -"er
i,'8. Do you wish you had more dry-cleanable ite is in your wardrobe?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
i'9. Do you wish you had more "wash and wear" items in your wardrobe?
Always Usually Sometimas Seldom Never
IO9
H-2
50. Is your closet space adequate for your clothing needs?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
51 # Do you store some of your clothing at your parents 1 home?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
52. Are your dresser drawers and your closet orderly and efficiently arranged?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
53. Would you buy clothing at department stores?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
$k> Would you buy clothing at chain stores?
Always Urually Sometimes Seldom
$$, Would you buy clothing at specialty shops?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
56. Would you buy clothing at discount houses?
Always Usually Somstimes Seldom
57. Would you buy clothing through mail order houses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
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Code Number
This part of the questionnaire is designed bo obtain information concerning
your clothing practices and satisfactions as a married college student.
Please read each item carefully, and check only one response to each ques-
tion or statement. It is important that you do not omit any item. Feel free
to ask any questions you may have as you are filling out the questionnaire.
W-2
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. I feel '-Tell Pressed for attending classes.
"Ivays Usually Sometimes Seldom ~*-^-er
111
2. I feel well dressed for "going out" to a movie.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo a Never
3. I would feel veil dressed for attending dress-uj events like concerts, lecvire
or teas.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo ,i Never
k. I Mould feel well dressed for going to a formal dance.
Always Usually S. metimes Seldom Hi
?. I feel well dressed for going to church.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
6. I feel that »ny clothes for "being at home" are attra.' tire .
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
7. I feel that my clothes for "being at home" are suitable .
Always Usually Someti ..es Seldom Never
8. .xy selection of clothing for wear at home (our home in .ianh=ttan) is given as
much consideration as clothing for other occasions
„
Always Usually Someti .ies :'eldom Never
9. Clothing is an important way of expressing my personality (the imare of mysel:
that I wish to convey to others).
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
10. I have a. feeling of insecurity if l feel that I am not suitably dressed in
a social situation,
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
11. Pecent fashion trends are important to me in selecting my clothing.
Always Usually Sometimes L'eldom Never
12. I am observant of the clothes other students are wearing.
Always Usually Someti aes Seldom Never
lT-2 112
13. "earing of similar types of clotliin • as other stuc'ents is ?n important factor
in beinr; °ccrpted by the vroup.
Always Usually ometimes Seldom Never
III. e.-'rinr: of attractive clothin; is (to me) a means of securing soci'l recognitic
from other - iris on campus.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom T ver
15. "earing of attractive clothing is (to me) a means of securing social reco' nitic
from boys on campus.
Always Usually Someti ias Seldom Hevsr
1(. "earin r - of appropriate clothing is (to me) a means of securing; social rccocniti
from adults.
Always Usually Someti .13
s
Seldom >'%ver
17. Are your clothes spot cleaned and pressed .=t home between professional dr- r
cle^nin^s?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
18. Do you do your dry cle^ninr; at a. self-service, coin op-rated dry cleaning
establishment?
Aiwa "s Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
19. Po you think that a student husband should sh^re the laundry responsibilities
(wash ng, ironing, etc.) with his student wife?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
20. Is the monthly cost of clothing maintenance (laundry, dry cleaning, pressing)
of any special concern to you?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
21. Do you postpone clothing expenditures in order to pay other expenses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Tever
22. Is it important to you to feel attractively dressed?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom "lever
23. Is netting somethin;: ready to wear a "last minute" operation for "'ou (like
ironing a blouse or sewing on a button)?
lways Usually Sometin.es Seldom Never
2b. Is it frustrating to you if your closet and dresser drawers are unorderly?
Alt rays Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
'-z
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25. It is important for me to be fashionably dressed for social occasions (parties
concerts, teas).
Always Usually Someti .12s Seldo 1 Never
26. It is necessary for me to spend a gr pt deal of money to dress well*
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom : Tever
27. I purchase garments for special occasions without regard to wearing them again
(such as a cocktail dress or special shoes for a p~rty).
Always Usually ' ometimes Seldom Never
28. It is important -then purchasing to consider the length of time a garment can
be worn.
Always Usually Someti ies Seldom Never
29. If a garment of good quality goes out of style it is discarded.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
30. If a garment of good quality joes out of style it is remodeled.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
31. If a garment of good quality goes out of style I continue to wear it*
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
32. It is important to me to select clothes that can be used in a number of
different combinations.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldo a " Tever
33. I have the money I want for buying clothes.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom
3l'. I think it is necessary to consider the amount of money required to take c-re
of a garment before purchasing it.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
35. I think it is necessary to consider the amount of time anc effort required to
care for a garment properly before purchasing it.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
36. I consider it important to consider the quality of workmanship and constructs
when choosing a garment.
Always Usually Someti ies Seldom Never
W-2 11^
37. Do you feel that you pro justified in buying an itai of clothin' only in tine
of necessity?
rays Usually ometimes Seldom
"
[ev:r
38. Do you hesitate to buy many of the clothes you would really like to have
because you disagree with someone closely rel-tec 1 to you (presumably your
husband) about the a.iount 01 cloth, no you need?
Always Usually Sometimes >eldom Never
39. Do you hesitate to buy many of the clothes Id really like to ha.ve
because you disagree with someone closely rel?ted to you (presumably your
husband) about hoi 7 rue* ioney 'ou should spend for clothing?
Always Usually Someti les Seldom ilever
1'0. I •;et a tremendous "lift" when something new is ac'ded to my wardrobe.
Always . Usually Sometimes Seldom
'
Tever
111. I feel free to purchase this "something ne 7 -7" at my own discretion*
Always Usually Someti :es Seldom Never
[|2. I buy clothin and accessories because they are ca ipus "fads".
Always Usually Sometimes ':.eldo 1 Never
[•3. Do you decide at the last minute about what to ™e?r to classes?
Always Usually Sometiaes Seldom "clever
liii. Gifts for special occasions from my p rents, friends, and relatives are
ite.is of clothing.
All rays Usually Sometimes Seldom N ~ rer
h$. 7y parents are periodically supplement! r ray wardrobe at times other than for
birthdays ervH Christinas.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
['6. I feel that my wardrobe would be more satisfactory if I had fewer clothes
but a better planned selection of clothes.
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
hi, I feel that my wardrobe would be more satisfactory if I had more variety in
clothing and fewer "basics" (those conse vative items of clothing, plain in
color and design, that require accessories to relisve monotony).
Mways Usua" ly Sometimes Seldom Nev:r
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W-2
1*8.
h9.
50.
5l.
52.
53.
ft.
55.
56.
57.
Do you wish you had more dry-cleanable items in your wardrobe?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Do you wish you had more "wash and wear" items in your wardrobe?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Is your closet space adequate for your clothing needs?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Do you store some of your clothing at your parents 1 home?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Are your dresser drawers and your closet orderly and efficiently arranged?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Would you buy clothing at department stores?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Would you buy clothing at chain stores?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Would you buy clothing at specialty shops?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Would you buy clothing at discount houses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
Would you buy clothing through mail order houses?
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
appendix c
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Coie number
INTERVIEW SCHEDLLE
1. T1hen were you married?
January
August
February .larch April ilaj
September October November
June
December
July
1959 19^0 1961 1962 1963
2. T 'hat type of wedding die1 you have?
Civil ceremony
"Small home wedding
"Chapel wedding at .,ansas State
Chapel wedding
"Small church wedding
Large church wedding
"Other
3. vhat was the duration of your wedding trip or honeymoon?
One day
Three days or less
ibre than three days but less than one week
One week
.lore than one week but less than two weeks
Tiro weeks or more
h. Select the statement that most accurately describes the new items of clothing
you bought immediately prior to your marriage*
HUSBAND WIFE
I bou'ht no ne'r items of clothing in preparation for my
marriage,
I only bought clothing for the wedclinr and for "going
away."
I bought a few items of clothing to .complement my
existing wardrob e
•
I bought some clothinr to complement iiry- existing wardrobe.
J bought a complete outlay of new clothing, enough to ful-
fill my clothin- needs for at least one year of marriage.
HUSBAND • MF3
Yes 5»
" T
ere your wedding, trousseau, and honeymoon 1 Yes
Somewhat; expenditures limited in order to meet educa- ' Somewhat
Mo
i tional expenses? No
HU3B TO WIFE
.6. How many semesters and summer sessions had you
oemesters attended college before marriage? (Count a' part Semesters
__Summer of a semester as a full semester) Summer
Sessions Sessions
-;U3P/.' r-
semesters 7. How many full semesters snd summer sessions
u >ner
have you attendee1 colle e since your marriage'
Sessions (Count this semester as a full sem3ster)
•emesters
Sumier
Sessions
BAND
Yes
Yes
8. Have you attendee' any colloge other than Kansas
State since your marriage?
9. Do you plan to graduate?
If so, when?
1963
"1961,
"1965
"1966
"i-Iot certain
HUSB.VD
Yes
No
M S L
10. Die1, you belong to a social fraternity? Sorority?
If so, are you more, about the same, or less
WIFB
_Yes
_No
_Yes
No
1963
1961
"1965
"1966
Not certain
' ± ^t
Yes
active now than you were before you were
married?
CIO
:II S L
11. Do you participate in these activities more often, about the same, or
less often than you did before you were married?
1 Nore 3axe Less ilore Seme Less
HUSBAITE
•*— i-
Attend "church
'
Attend departmental club* meetings
Participate in student government
Attend campus social affairs
Attend campus cultural events
Attend colleriate ball games
Participate in active sports
Go to a movie
13T3E
Play cards with friends
Go to the K-3tate Union
Pe with friends for social occa'sfcrts-
HUSBi
_Yes
_J'
T
Hours/week
Watch television
Find time to study
12. Do you work part time?
If so, how many hours a. week?
1rIFE
_Yes
,
No j
Hours/we el
—
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13. Select the statement that most accurately describes your financial arrange-
ments for continuing in college as a married couple.
No parental support
Very little parental support
Some parental support (about $0 per cent)
Considerable parental support
"Almost complete parental support
1U. Since your marriage have you purchased more clothing , about the same amount
of clothing
,
or less clothing than you would have purchased in a comparable
length of time before you were married?
HUSBAND WIFE
M__S__L_ M
__
S
_
L
_
1$, (To the wife only) Do you wear slacks and/or shorts to do your grocery
shopping?
Often Occasionally Never
Do you wear slacks and/or shorts around the house or apartment?
Often Occasionally Never
16. (To the wife only) Do you sew more , about the same , or less
than you did as an unmarried studenlT?
'
17. (To the husband only) Before you were married did you send your dress
shirts to a commercial laundry?
Often Occasionally Never
Are your dress shirts sent to a commercial laundry now?
Often Occasionally Never
18. (a) Who takes responsibility for the care of the family clothing?
(b) Is this more, about the same, or less than you did before your
I
marriage?
<Tb) (a) , (b)
I
;
HUSBAND
; JH-YL
|| M S;L ; Husband Wife H&WJ M , S , L
! Washing
j
_L. ! Prying
Hand Washing !
I
Sorting and folding
Ironing
lending"
'
19. Tell me how you would rank in order (1, 2, 3) what you consider to be your
biggest problems in regard to your clothing practices and satisfactions.
Inability to organize
Lack of time
"Lack of money
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TABLE XXX
LIST OF CHI-SQUARE VALUES NOT SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL WHEN COMPARING THE
CLOTHING PRACTICE OR SATISFACTION UNIQUE TO EACH QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM FOR
(1) HUSBANDS BEFORE AND WIVES BEFORE MARRIAGE, (2) HUSBANDS AFTER
AND WIVES AFTER MARRIAGE, (3) HUSBANDS BEFORE AND AFTER
MARRIAGE AND (4) WIVES BEFORE AND AFTER MARRIAGE
Q. (1) Chi- Q. (2) Chi- Q. (3) Chi- Q. (4) Chi-
Item df Square Item df Square Item df Square Item df Square
1 2 4.35 1 2 0.34 1 2 3.04 1 2 1.26
2 1 0.58 2 2 1.15 2 2 1.73 2 2 2.55
3 2 3.24 3 2 3.11 4 2 0.86 3 2 0.22
4 2 2.59 4 2 0.50 5 2 1.14 4 2 1.94
5 1 0.58 5 2 1.02 6 2 3.07 5 1 0.51
6 2 4.16 6 2 0.23 7 2 0.37 6 2 0.74
7 2 0.06 7 2 0.73 8 2 0.12 7 2 1.95
10 3 1.95 8 2 2.02 9 2 1.48 8 2 3.10
13 2 4.25 10 3 5.27 10 3 2.91 9 2 0.95
15 2 1.00 11 2 4.17 12 2 3.86 10 3 3.23
16 2 2.53 13 2 2.67 13 2 2.10 12 2 3.87
13 2 0.00 16 2 0.13 14 2 0.67 13 2 3.77
19 2 3.89 18 2 0.66 16 2 0.78 14 2 0.10
20 2 1.85 21 2 3.75 17 2 1.13 16 2 0.23
21 2 2.19 23 2 1.48 19 2 3.59 17 2 1.82
24 2 4.48 22 2 2.53 21 2 1.85 19 2 1.51
25 2 0.70 25 2 0.55 22 2 1.44 20 2 4.33
26 2 0.69 26 2 0.53 23 2 1.92 21 2 3.50
28 2 2.77 27 2 0.35 24 2 0.47 22 2 3.64
32 2 1.23 28 2 0.48 25 2 0.41 23 2 0.15
33 2 0.96 29 2 3.93 26 2 1.73 24 2 0.00
34 4 6.99 32 2 1.96 27 2 0.78 25 2 0.14
36 2 4.29 33 2 0.55 28 2 1.85 26 2 2.71
37 2 2.65 37 2 1.16 29 2 0.07 27 2 3.24
38 2 4.33 33 2 0.60 31 2 3.09 28 2 0.14
41 2 2.50 39 2 1.35 32 2 1.05 29 2 2.97
42 2 0.25 41 2 2.40 33 2 3.29 30 3 2.91
46 2 1.68 42 2 0.65 36 2 1.44 31 2 0.30
47 2 0.10 43 2 3.63 37 2 2.78 32 2 0.30
49 2 0.54 45 2 1.36 38 2 4.16 36 2 4.26
50 2 1.69 47 2 0.69 39 2 2.28 37 2 3.71
51 2 3.64 48 2 2.43 40 2 0.00 38 2 0.59
53 2 3.92 49 2 2.5? 43 2 2.27 39 2 0.08
54 2 2.91 50 2 0.64 44 2 1.11 40 2 0.10
55 2 0.83 51 2 0.62 46 2 0.52 42 2 3.76
56 2 3.31 52 2 0.59 47 1.64 43 2 0.95
57 2 2.56 53 2 1.21 48 2 0.69 44 1 0.51
54 2 0.09 49 2 0.66 46 2 0.29
55 2 0.31 50 2 0.30 47 2 1.28
56 2 1.20 52 2 1.48 48 2 4.02
51 2 0.57 53 2 2.15 49 2 0.95
54 2 3.64 52 2 3.75
•
55 2 0.55 53 2 1.83
56 2 1.84 54 2 1.05
57 2 0.68 55
56
57
2
2
2
1.62
4.25
3.49
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ABSTRACT
A fifty-seven item questionnaire in four forms was administered
simultaneously in a test-retest situation to both the husband and the
wife in the homes of thirty-four young undergraduate married student
couples without children, both spouses enrolled in twelve or more credit
hours at Kansas State University, for the purpose of securing information
about their clothing practices and satisfactions both before and after
marriage. Each form of the questionnaire incorporated the same items,
identical in content but worded to fit the situation and the respondent,
and elicited the same five possible responses: Always, Usually, Sometimes,
Seldom, or Never.
A statistical analysis was made of the questionnaire items using
k X 5 contingency tables and the chi-square test for associations between
sex, marital status, and the degree of response. Four comparisons were
tested to determine the clothing practice or satisfaction unique to each
questionnaire item for (1) husbands before marriage and wives before mar-
riage, (2) husbands after marriage and wives after marriage, (3) husbands
before and husbands after marriage, and (k) wives before and wives after
marriage
.
Additional information about the couples was obtained by the use
of an interview schedule designed for that purpose. A descriptive quanti-
tative analysis was made of the results of the interview schedule and from
information about the respondents obtained from official university records,
Results of the study showed that the student wives were taking
major responsibility for the care of the family clothing with the student
husbands taking "about the same or less" responsibility for the care of
clothing as they had done as unmarried students. However, more than twice
as many of the husbands worked part-time than did the wives. A majority of
both husband and wife respondents said that they had purchased "less" clothing
since they were married than they would have purchased in a comparable length
of time before they were married.
More likenesses than differences were found in the clothing practices
and satisfactions of men and women college students, both before and after mar-
riage, even though several significant differences were found to exist. Many
of these differences were concerned with the extent to which the respondents
dressed to please others and the extent to which they were concerned with
clothing care.
More clothing practices and satisfactions of men and women college
students did not change as a result of marriage than did change, even though
several important changes were found to occur. Most of these changes were
the result of restrictions on money and time, a new independence from parents,
and a decreased interest in dressing to please other students on campus, par-
ticularly members of the opposite sex.
It was felt that the type of questionnaire used in this study was
a useful instrument for measuring differences and changes in clothing prac-
tices and satisfactions and for making parallel studies about the clothing
of men and women.

